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GLOSSARY

Website/Web Application – A website depicts “a collection of logically connected web pages
managed as a single entity” (International Standard Systems and software engineering
[IEEE], 2015, p. 5). Web application can be typically used interchangeably with website
(Mendes & Mosley, 2006) while web application “must be integrated with back-end
systems” (Ginige & Murugesan, 2001, p. 17).

Since the terms are considered

interchangeable, this study will use the verbiage website to represent website and web
application.
Physics demonstrations – In this study, physics demonstrations specifically represent the content
in the format of texts, images, drawings, or videos, which shows the apparatus and the
procedures employed by the demonstration of a physics experiment. In this study, the word
demonstrations can represent physics demonstrations.
Physics computer simulations – In this study, simulation represents the digital content which
simulates a physical physics experiment and physics phenomenon. In this study, the word
simulations can represent physics computer simulations.
Quality – Quality illustrates the “abstract relationship between attributes of” an entity (Mendes &
Mosley, 2006, p. 122). “These attributes of the entity of interest (for example a software
product or a website) include the viewpoint on that entity and the quality characteristics of
the entity” (Mebrate, 2010, p. 5).
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ABSTRACT

Author: Zhou, Zhen. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: Websites for Physics Demonstrations and Computer Simulations: A Non-Educational
Quality Evaluation
Committee Chair: Dr. James Mohler
Scientific disciplines including mathematics, physics, and chemistry tend to adopt online
resources, including websites and web applications, to demonstrate physical experiments and
simulate scientific phenomena that are hard to observe and investigate in real world. The present
study examined the existing collections of the websites and web applications created in academics
for physics demonstrations and computer simulations. The present study discovered the existing
collections of websites lack update and more recent resources. The present study conducted a stateof-the-art literature review to amend, update, and supplement the existing collection of the
websites for physics demonstrations and computer simulations to a comprehensive one. Reviewing
the websites in the collection, the present study uncovered the necessity of an evaluation of their
non-educational quality while their educational quality has been extensively examined by the
previous studies. Website quality evaluation emerged two decades ago and has been implemented
based on various evaluation models including those originated from the software product quality
standards as a website shares similar features with traditional software product. Incorporating with
the Web-QEM model, the present study evaluated the non-educational quality, including the
external quality and the quality in use, of 38 websites for physics demonstrations and simulations,
and the purposively selected six cases from them, respectively. The present study discerned a
moderate level of external quality of the evaluated websites on average. However, the usability
and general functionality of the websites for physics demonstrations and simulations displayed
unacceptable quality level while the content quality remained moderate and the websites perform
reliably and efficiently in general. The present study also uncovered a moderate-high level of
quality in use of the selected websites for physics simulations. Based on the evaluation results, the
present study suggested 35 best-practice principles for improving the non-educational quality of
the websites for physics demonstrations and simulations and better creating the new ones.
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CHAPTER 1.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background and Motivation

Since the inception of the World Wide Web, internet development has continued to surge
over the last three decades. As a result, the “digital experience” continues to infiltrate every facet
of a modern life. As individuals and organizations increasingly interact with others to share ideas
and provide or receive services, the number of websites continues to skyrocket. Websites, web
applications, web services for other web applications, and mobile applications serve wide-ranging
purposes across domains including industry and business, education, government, health,
entertainment. Consequently, existing websites are estimated to be as high as nearly two billion
(Internet Live Stats, 2018). Although less than two hundred million websites are currently active
(Internet Live Stats, 2018), a much smaller portion of these websites actually satisfy their targeted
users’ needs and requirements (Mendes & Mosley, 2006). Inherent design and development flaws
coupled with a lack of author maintenance exacerbate user dissatisfaction. The root of a website’s
flaws often results from the fact that website creators lack expertise and professionalism reflected
in best practices of web design and development. Websites serve myriad purposes, such as locating
information and providing diverse services, including shopping, learning, and entertainment. To
meet the user demands, websites often incorporate multiple interactive components, plus
multimedia content. However, more complex website elements prove more difficult to design and
to develop than the simple sites consisting solely of texts, images, and hyperlinks. Additionally,
fast evolving and advancing web development technologies render older technology-based
websites dysfunctional, if not obsolete. For example, prevailing web browsers generally stop
supporting deprecated technology; if a creator fails to upgrade the website to meet the new
requirements of the progressing Internet, users will not be able to make use of the interactive
components, or even view the website. Therefore, in the not uncommon circumstance that website
creators possess limited expertise and resources for design, development, and maintenance, the
concerns and challenges about how to assure websites perform as expected continue to augment.
Over time website design and the development processes change in reaction to technology
advancement, increasingly rich content requirements, and more complicated functionalities. Hence,
the necessity of evaluating the quality of a website remains constant (Chiou, Lin, & Perng, 2010;
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Kosgey, Mindila, & Otieno, 2016; Olsina & Rossi, 2002). A quality website provides users with
the desired information, the proper functionalities, which results in a favorable experience; thus,
the website served its purpose positively.
Quality evaluation models for websites and web applications originated from two areas.
One is web design and development standards and principles. The other is software quality
evaluation models because websites and web applications share similar features with conventional
software products (Mendes & Mosley, 2006). A website depicts “a collection of logically
connected web pages managed as a single entity” (International Standard Systems and software
engineering [IEEE], 2015, p. 5). Web application holds interchangeable with website (Mendes &
Mosley, 2006) while it “must be integrated with back-end systems” (Ginige & Murugesan, 2001,
p. 17). The terms are considered interchangeable because the present study does not include
checking the availability of the back-end system. Hence, the present study will use the verbiage
website to represent website and web application.
On one hand, with the birth of WWW, it promoted the creation of web design standards
and principles to assist web designers and developers to design efficient and accessible websites
(Beaird, 2010; Farkas & Farkas, 2001; Google LLC, 2018; Mozilla, 2018; Sklar, 2011; World
Wide Web Consortium [W3C], 2018, Standards). Experts use the emerging standards and
principles to evaluate websites (Olsina, Godoy, Lafuente, & Rossi, 1999). On the other hand,
software product quality models have been published since the 1970s, including McCall’s triangle
of quality model, Boehm’s quality model, FURPS/FURPS+ model, Dromey’s quality model, and
ISO 9126 standards, etc. (Berander, et al., 2005). In 1991, the International Organization of
Standardization (ISO) established a software engineering product quality model – ISO/IEC
9126:1991. ISO revised its standards in 2001 and introduced ISO/IEC 25010 in 2011. The quality
models for evaluating the software product evolved into a discipline (Olsina et al., 1999).
Introduced over the years, software product quality models based on the high-level conceptual
quality characteristics provide the assessment criteria for evaluating website quality (Mich, Franch,
& Cilione, 2003; Olsina & Rossi, 2002; Signore, 2005). Quality characteristics does not only focus
on quality of information, performance, and functionality but also the website usability features.
Evaluating website quality ensures the website to prove successful in meeting its intended purposes
for its targeted users. However, because many armature creators author websites, these websites
could fail to broadly adopt the standards and models.
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In the education domain, many authors inexperienced in web design and development
create websites. Common novice developers include professors who have strong expertise in their
domain but not necessarily in web development, students, and the individuals interested in specific
educational content (Berg, 2012). Meanwhile, academically developed websites for educational
use sometimes collaborate with professional web designers and developers (Wieman, Perkins, &
Adams, 2008). Normally, educational websites present research related information and
sometimes they reflect the research implementation. Commonly, many academic articles begin
with “…have developed an online tool for…” and such an “online tool” usually appears as a
website or an application. Generations of researchers provide a solid educational basis for a web
product and collaborate with trained professional web designers and web developers to upgrade
their non-educational quality (Wieman, Perkins, & Adams, 2008). Markedly, assuring the noneducational quality of web tools requires resources (Mendes & Mosley, 2006). However, such
resources remain scarce in academia because most academic articles that involve educational focus
on the educational quality. A prevailing theme in empirical literature remains whether using
educational websites improves student learning; however, the literature fails to concentrate and
evaluate the non-educational quality of the educational websites.
The present study concentrates on a more specific educational subdomain to review
websites for physics education. While it remains unknown, the present study presents an evaluation
of the non-educational quality of the websites, which supplements material for demonstrating
physics experiments, aggregating physics education information, and simulating physics
phenomena. The present study aims first to compile a finite collection of such websites. Next, web
development professionals and physics education experts employ a website quality model to
evaluate the quality of the physics websites. The present study reveals the non-educational quality
of the websites for physics demonstrations and computer simulations and provides the bestpractice principles for creating websites and applications serving such purposes.

1.2

Scope

The present study reviews the websites for physics education that serve purposes that
include experiment demonstration, computer simulation, tutoring, and information aggregation.
There exist standalone software tools that require computer installation to present demonstration
and simulation content providing user interaction or helping the user to learn physics concepts
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without a teacher. However, the quality characteristics to evaluate these standalone software tools
prove different from the websites and web application running in a web browser. Because they
extend beyond the scope, the present research does not include standalone applications.
Additionally, the present study excludes commercial web-based products because
professionals typically design and develop them, and hence, companies evaluate their quality
during the production process. And, finally, for each website or web application in the collection,
the observation, review, and potential evaluation does not focus on a single web page for one
specific demonstration or some interactive functionality of the simulation. The evaluation treats
the website and the web application as a whole.
Specifically, the present study includes websites that aim to serve the following purposes.
1. Demonstrate the apparatus and procedures of physics experiments at the high school
and undergraduate levels (see Figure 1.1).
2. Provides one or more computer simulations, which presents the physics phenomena
(see Figure 1.2).
3. Provides educational resources such as learning objectives, activities, tasks, and
assessment related to one or more physics concepts (see Figure 1.3).
Some websites combine multiple purposes to provide demonstrations, simulations, and
educational resources simultaneously. Some websites aggregate information about the
demonstrations, simulations, and educational resources as a web portal (see Figure 1.4).
One must evaluate a website or a web application from different angles. Because pundits
empirically validated the educational quality of many websites in the collection, the present study
focuses on evaluating the non-educational quality of the websites.
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Figure 1.1 Physics Demonstration Website of Physics and Astronomy Department, California
Polytechnic University, Pomona (http://parallax.sci.cpp.edu/product-category/electricity-andmagnetism/capacitance)

Figure 1.2 PhET Interactive Simulation Website by University of Colorado, Boulder
(https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulations/category/physics)
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Figure 1.3 Tutorial in Physics Sense-making Website by Physics Education Research Group at
University of Maryland
(http://umdperg.pbworks.com/w/page/10511239/Tutorials&hx0025;20in&hx0025;20Physics&hx
0025;20Sense-Making)

Figure 1.4 MERLOT Website Aggregating the Information of demonstration, simulation, and
Other Educational Resource
(https://www.merlot.org/merlot/materials.htm?sort.property=overallRating)
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1.3

Significance

The present study makes multiple contribution to the fields of physics education and web
design as follows:
1. The first is to update the existing collections of websites for physics demonstration
and computer simulations because they are outdated (Berg, 2012; Meltzer &
Thornton, 2012) as the state-of-the-art literature review describes in the next chapter.
For instance, while the existing collections provide the name, Uniform Resource
Locator (URL), author, and content type of each website and web application (Berg,
2012; Meltzer & Thornton, 2012), many websites could have evolved, changed the
URL, or just disappeared while a number of more recent projects emerged.
2. The second is the analysis of the collected websites for their intended purposes,
content type and format, development technologies, and development tools, which
remains unknown.
3. Third, the present study evaluates the non-educational quality, as defined by the Web
Quality Evaluation Method (Web-QEM) model, of the websites created for
demonstrating physics experiments and simulating physics phenomenon, which
remains unknown. Revealing the issues their websites contain will benefit the creators
of these websites.
4. Fourth, a list of best-practice principles is compiled. This list may benefit those
intending to create or update physics education websites in the future.

1.4

Research Objectives and Research Questions

By examining the websites in the existing lists, the researcher had the following questions:
1. Are they still updated? Does any deprecation exist?
2. Are the websites in the lists still up to date?
3. Has any new website or web application been created for physics demonstrations and
computer simulations in academia recently?
4. The usefulness and educational quality of these websites are commonly examined in
the papers. But what is the level of non-educational quality in web design and
development?
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To answer these questions, the first objective of the present study is to review the websites
listed in Berg (2012) and Meltzer and Thornton (2012) and determine whether they are still active
and functional. Additionally, the present study incorporates more recent websites created and
employed in academia to demonstrate physics experiments and present computer simulations of
physics phenomena. Websites on the existing list and the newly identified ones are reviewed for
potential deprecation by analyzing the functional technical features and the technical issues in web
design. As indicated in Ismail, Dahlan, and Hussin (2017), “based on its intended design to satisfy
the business need” (p. 3), the functional features describe the “desired key features of a system”
(p. 2) that refer to “the services a website should provide” (p. 2), including the use of the elements
on a webpage (Shah & Patel, 2016). For example, scrutinizing interactive elements such as buttons,
sliders, text inputs, as well as the media format used for showing the content such as text, image,
and video. Moreover, plug-in usage may open the door for potential technical issues in the design
of a website (Taylor, et al., 2014).
The second objective of the present study is to investigate how the websites perform in a
non-educational quality evaluation by using the Web-QEM quality evaluation model (Olsina &
Rossi, 2002).
The third objective of the present study is to suggest a set of best practice principles for
designing, developing, and maintaining a website or a web application for the same purposes and
similar purposes in other science education disciplines, based on the results of the evaluation.
Based on the three objectives, the present study seeks to answer the following research
questions:
1. What functional technical features and technical issues in web design are identified
for each web resource included in a state-of-the-art literature review of physics
education websites?
2. What level of non-educational quality does each of the websites for physics
demonstrations and computer simulations display?
3. What demonstrates the best-practice principles for designing and developing a
website or a web application for physics demonstrations and computer simulations to
assure its non-educational quality?
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1.5

Assumptions

The assumptions of the present study are as follows:
1. To date, no study amended the existing collections of the websites for physics
demonstrations and computer simulations by checking availability, analyzing the
functional technical features and technical issues in web design, and adding more
recent projects to make it increasingly comprehensive.
2. To date, no study performed a non-educational quality evaluation on the websites for
physics demonstrations and computer simulations.
3. The non-educational web quality evaluation model used in the present study
underwent rigorous scrutiny; thus, experts in web design and physics education affirm
its validity.

1.6

Limitations

The limitations of the present study include:
1. The web resources identified as part of the state-of-the-art literature review limits
those analyzed as part of the present study.
2. The non-educational web quality evaluation model employed in the present study has
not previously been applied to evaluate the websites for physics demonstrations and
computer simulations and has not been validated for this purpose. The present study
takes a first step in that process.
3. This analysis performed on each of the web resources is limited to the hardware,
software, and network environment of the computers included in the evaluation. The
websites have been evaluated on the current versions of the desktop computer in the
instructional computer laboratory at Purdue University, the web browsers provided by
the laboratory computer including Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, and Internet
Explorer, and the laboratory network.
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1.7

Delimitation

The present study evaluates the non-educational quality of a collection of the websites for
introductory physics demonstrations and computer simulations. The Web-QEM model provides
the approach and the evaluation criteria for evaluation employed in the present study.

1.8

Definition of Key Terms

Physics demonstrations – In the present study, physics demonstrations or demonstrations
specifically represents the content shows the apparatus and the procedures employed
by a physics experiment that can be performed in a formal or informal learning
environment, in the format of texts, images, drawings, or videos. In the present study,
the word demonstrations can represent physics demonstrations.
Physics computer simulations – In the present study, simulation represents the digital
content which simulates a physical physics experiment and physics phenomenon. In
the present study, the word simulations can represent physics computer simulations.
Quality – Quality illustrates the abstract relationship between attributes of an entity
(Mendes & Mosley, 2006, p. 122). “These attributes of the entity of interest (for
example a software product or a website) include the viewpoint of that entity and
the quality characteristics of the entity” (Mebrate, 2010, p. 5).

1.9

Summary

This chapter presented the background and motivation of the present study, addressing the
necessity of examining the technical issues in web design of websites for physics demonstrations
and computer simulations. In this chapter, the researcher also indicated the non-educational quality
evaluation dearth for these websites. This chapter also clarified the purposes and objectives of the
present study, posing three research questions, which highlighted the present study’s contribution
and potential benefits to physics educators and students. Particularly, this research provides a
comprehensive collection of websites for physics demonstrations and computer simulations.
Furthermore, the study provides insight for the designers and developers of the current and future
web project to assure the non-educational quality of physics educational websites. The next chapter
will review prevailing trends in literature covering the history of physics education in the United
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States, the impact technologies brought to physics education, the web development technologies
for the websites for physics demonstrations and simulations, and the state-of-the-art literature
review and analysis of technical features and issues the collected websites possess.
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CHAPTER 2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter first provides an overview of the history of physics education in the United
States, followed by a review of technology’s impact on education, especially in the domain of
physics. Information communication technology (ICT) can enrich the learning experience with
graphical and multimedia content, which can be more engaging than traditional lectures when it is
well designed and appropriately used. Dominant trends in literature (Beichner et al., 1999; Lei &
Zhao, 2007; Martin et al., 2011; Shieh, 2012) legitimize technology integration in physics
instruction and learning. Specifically, web techniques, multimedia enhanced simulations, and
interactive animations facilitate students’ ability to discern physics concepts, apparatus,
experiment operations, and phenomena (Achuthan, et al., 2014). The last two sections of this
chapter introduce the methods that the researcher utilizes for a comprehensive literature review for
the collection of websites for physics demonstrations and computer simulations, followed by an
analysis that aims to describe and compare the technical features and technical issues of the
gathered physics websites.

2.1

A Brief History of Physics Education in the United States

Indicated in Meltzer and Thornton (2012), “laboratory-based instruction in physics spread
rapidly in the United States during the late 1800s” (p. 482). High school and college instructors
comprehensively utilized the “inductive method” in which the experiment proceeded definite
description of physics laws and principles (Meltzer & Thornton, 2012). In the early 1900s, physics
instructors “re-emphasized the importance of active student investigation in the pursuit of deep
qualitative understanding of physics concept and of the nature of scientific investigation… as a
reaction against” (p. 482) the increasing emphasis on laboratory work such as the measurement
precision (Meltzer & Thornton, 2012).
After World War II, physics curricula resumed a strong emphasis on conceptual
understanding. Physics curricula lightly scaffolded student investigations in the laboratory
employing hints, suggestions, and questions. Traditional efforts relied on vast topic coverage of,
formula memorization, and instructional lab sessions with highly prescriptive procedural lists for
verifying or rejecting the known principles (Meltzer & Thornton, 2012). The reformed curriculum
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focused on using real objects for practical activities with different levels of support and guidance
from the teachers (Griffith & Morrison, 1972). Professors taught students physics concepts using
an investigational science process, termed “guided inquiry” (Meltzer & Thornton, 2012). The
initial exploration of the students drove them to comprehend the generalized principles, followed
by their application of the learned concepts in varied contexts (Karplus, 1964, 1977). Through the
aforementioned instructional activities, students applied and developed logical reasoning abilities
(Colle, Karplus, Paldy, & Renner, 1975; Fuller, Karplus, & Lawson, 1977).
Since the mid-1970s, educational researchers continue to build a research and activelearning based instructional method and curricula (Clement, 1982; Halloun & Hestenes, 1985a,
1985b; Reif, Larkin, & Brackett, 1976; Trowbridge & McDermott, 1980; Van Heuvelen, 1991a,
1991b; Viennot, 1979). As computational abilities such as graphing, real-time data acquisition,
and analysis developed the innovative technologies and tools have unlocked rapid application and
feedback in the instructional laboratory since 1990 (Laws, 1991; Sassi, 2001; Thornton, 2008;
Thornton & Sokoloff, 1990). Rigorous research-based assessment of student learning continued to
develop, which bolstered the ultimate success of emerging instructional methods (Meltzer &
Thornton, 2012). Several studies indicated the learning gains persisted or even increased within
the weeks and months students following active learning instruction (Meltzer & Thornton, 2012;
Michel, Cater, & Varela, 2009; Shieh, 2012). In fact, a number of studies contended “the improved
conceptual learning gains from active physics instruction stand retained over periods of years”
(Meltzer & Thornton, 2012, p. 486).
As the use of information technology continued to increase, educators incorporated
computer aids as well as the Internet into physics education to assist and improve student learning.
Starting in the early 2000s, numerous researchers focused on supporting student learning in the
environment of computer-simulations: (Achuthan et al., 2011; Adams et al., 2008a, 2008b; Amory,
2001; Belcher & Bessette, 2001; Belloni & Christian, 2001; Čeleda, 2013; Christan, 2006;
Clemente, Esquembre, & Wee, 2017; Darrah, Humbert, Finstein, Simon, & Hopkins, 2014; de
Jong, 2006; Finkelstein et al., 2005; Hatsidimitris & Kalyuga, 2013; A. Poddar & Poddar, 2016;
A. Poddar, 2013; Rodrigues & Simeão Carvalho, 2013; F. Ruiz & Ruiz, 2015; Savinainen,
Mäkynen, Nieminen, & Viiri, 2013; Ülen, Čagran, Slavinec, & Gerlič, 2014; van der Meij & de
Jong, 2006; van Joolingen & de Jong, 2003; Wieman, Adams, & Perkins, 2008; Xie & Tinker,
2006; Zacharia & de Jong, 2014). Additionally, Morote and Pritchard (2009) introduced
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“Mastering Physics”, an online assignment and tutorial system providing considerable suggestion
and feedback based on physics education research. Van Lehn, van de Sande, Shelby, and
Gershman (2010) proposed a highly sophisticated online “intelligent tutor” that administered
systematic guidance to students in order to help them solve quantitative physics. Another research
team from United Kingdom developed online interactive simulations and their hosting websites
for learning quantum systems (Kohnle, Baily, Campbell, Korolkova, & Paetkau, 2015; Kohnle,
Baily, Hooley, & Torrance, 2014; Kohnle, Benfield, Hähner, & Paetkau, 2017; Kohnle & Rizzoli,
2017).
Notably, since 2006, the University of Colorado has developed and maintained a large
collection of sophisticated and dynamic online interactive simulations (phet.colorado.edu) on
many topics in physical science, which they named PhET (Adams, 2010; Adams et al., 2008a,
2008b; McKagan et al., 2008; Paul, Podolefsky, & Perkins, 2013; Perkins et al., 2006; Perkins &
Moore, 2018; Wieman et al., 2008). A multitude of studies scrutinize PhET (Biju, 2017; Hazelton,
Shaffer, & Heron, 2014; Khatri, Henderson, Cole, & Froyd, 2014; McKagan et al., 2008; Perkins
& Moore, 2018; Sokolowski, 2013; Stang, Barker, Perez, Ives, & Roll, 2016; Stephens & Clement,
2015; Urban-Woldron, 2009). PhET team members and other researchers who used PhET as their
instructional material examined the educational quality of PhET concerning its simulation of
physics concepts and the degree to which the curriculum enhanced student achievement and
obtainment of learning goals. PhET demonstrated a significant improvement over traditional
instruction for many students who previously could not describe the basic experimental
conclusions. However, although educators continued to extensively discuss the educational quality
of PhET (impact on learning), the non-educational website quality of PhET and other resources,
there has been no evaluation of the quality of the PhET or other websites from a non-educational
perspective.

2.2

The Impact of Technology-based Learning

Technology is defined as “the practical application of knowledge, especially in a particular
area” (Merriam-Webster, 2008). Technology constantly changes our world in remarkable ways,
especially when innovation unleashes the best learning experience possible (Lynne, 2010; Miller,
2008). Technology continues to permeate every part of life to the point where technology becomes
essential in life, yet ironically technology remains optional in education as technology should only
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be used if it truly enhances learning because just adding technology without a clear instructional
goal can be neutral or even detrimental to learning (Lei & Zhao, 2007).
Technology in the classroom includes the use of computers, digital media, and the Internet
(University of Michigan, 2018). University professors and high school teachers continue to
integrate technology into school curricula (Singh & Haileselassie, 2010). Engaging technologyenabled instruction the promotes interaction between teachers and students is more motivating
than traditional lecture(Chandra & Watters, 2012; Wieman & Perkins, 2005). Furthermore,
multimedia-based material makes abstract concepts visible to students who might be discouraged
by the traditional textbook or printouts (Khatri et al., 2014). While educational technology is
available across all disciplines, not all educational aspects require the use of technology to portray
effectiveness. Some ages, disciplines, and learning styles are more suited to non-technological
based methods (Miller, 2008). Per Woronov (1994), “computers themselves did not automatically
change the nature of teaching and learning” (p. 15) but they can alter the way the teachers create a
helpful learning environment. (Lei & Zhao, 2007) reported that the amount of technology used
was not critical to student learning. Technology assists in enriching the learning experience; hence,
innovation stands not to replace the instructor but to facilitate the educator’s knowledge
dissemination. Given the integral relationship between innovation and the teacher, developers need
to carefully design technology to include learning outcomes, activities, and assessments (Chandra
& Watters, 2012; Rutten, van Joolingen, & van der Veen, 2012).
As technology for creating websites advances, individuals continue to create a lot of
multimedia content. Originally, a website consisted of hyperlinks with static text and images. The
webpages on early websites contained information only for users to view. The rich multimedia
content with complex interaction remained in its infant stages, creation and maintenance of many
types of interactive technologies required enormous skill, and many computers failed to possess
the power to run cumbersome applications. Along with the increase in internet bandwidth and the
explosion of scripting languages for authoring website content, web browsers advanced to support
user interactions as well as multimedia content such as audio, video, and interactive animations.
At the beginning of this phase, most of the multimedia and interactive content implemented
visualization and users’ interaction with the help from the technologies in the form of web browser
or system plugins. Well-developed technologies flourished while applications that no longer met
user needs or that were replaced by more innovative technologies were deprecated. For instance,
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once prominent application rendered obsolete include Java Applets, Java 3D, and Microsoft
Silverlight. Consequently, they lost their market share; thus, prevailing web browsers stopped
supporting them. Since its introduction in 1996, Adobe Flash became the most popular multimedia
platform for presenting animation and providing interactivity on web pages. After many more
innovative products flooded the market, Adobe Flash’s popularity waned; therefore, Adobe
announced it would no longer provide support for this technology after the year 2020.
In 2014, the primary technical website component, HyperText Markup Language (HTML)
had evolved to major version 5 (HTML5) and was equipped with the features to support user
interaction and the multimedia content natively. This hastened the deprecation of the
aforementioned “plug-in” technologies. A typical physics computer simulation interface with
online interactive content consists of the visualization of the physical objects and intuitive “clickand-drag” controls including “grabbable objects” and “sliders, radio buttons, and checkboxes”
(Adams et al., 2008b). The capability of HTML5 components integrated with JavaScript meets the
requirement of creating a typical physics computer simulation (World Wide Web Consortium
[W3C], 2017; W3Schools, 2018).
Besides the inherent HTML5 capabilities, for example, HTML5 Canvas, a few other
technologies assisted in interactive multimedia content creation. For instance, Extensible 3D (X3D)
represents an open standard for web-delivered interactive three-dimensional (3D) graphics in realtime. Encoded with either Extensible Markup Language (XML) or created in the Scene Authoring
Interface (SAI), the X3D program hosts both online and offline applications which incorporate
real-time 3D data, presentations, and controls into non-3D content (e.g., texts or a button).
Although users need to install players to view X3D content, X3D mapped and synchronized with
Document Object Model (DOM) elements integrated into the HTML5 environment seamlessly
(Behr et al., 2010; Behr, Eschler, Jung, & Zöllner, 2009; Jung & Behr, 2009). Behr et al. (2009)
and Behr et al. (2010) emphasized X3DOM, which exemplified a framework that adopted several
technologies as the integration components. Initially, Behr et al. (2009) focused on integrating the
X3D nodes into an HTML5 environment seamlessly. Basically, this study introduced an
integration efficient and effective framework that directly mapped and synchronized DOM
elements into an X3D scene model for displaying and manipulating 3D content. The authors
presented the connector, model updates, observer responses, media streams, scalability and multiprofile support, and the DOM integration in this structure. As the subsequent extension of the
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system, Behr et al. (2010) presented the architecture of X3DOM, which integrated and updated
declarative X3D content directly in the HTML DOM tree. This architecture provided an interface
to developers and to the various backend support through a fallback-model that supported different
methods encompassing “native browser implementations, X3D-plugins, and a WebGL-based
scene-graph” (p. 185). This research elucidated “how the system interfaces with X3D-plugins and
WebGL” (p. 185) and discussed specific features implementation and limitations. Open 3D (O3D)
typifies another popular graphics API framework for creating rich interactive 3D applications
within a web browser. It contained a two-layer hierarchy: the lower layer used C++ to employ a
browser plug-in providing the vertex buffers to store geometry and shader abstraction that mapped
to OpenGL (later WebGL); the higher layer API employed JavaScript to provide a scene-graph
API. Originally, Google built O3D as a browser plug-in, but currently, it functions as JavaScript
library implemented on top of WebGL.
To obtain a better 3D object rendering quality in the web browser, it proved necessary to
research not only the rendering engine but also the architecture of dealing with the 3D models.
Jung and Behr (2009) presented a method for real-time simulation of droplet flows on 3D surfaces
based on the graphics processor unit (GPU), as well as show to embed it into X3D. Jung and Behr
(2009) focused on a concept and its implementation that simulates “droplet flow on almost any
surface of a given 3D model” (p. 51). A solution of GPU-based real-time rendering for imported
X3D models, especially when implementing fluid objects. This study provided an excellent
opportunity for the future researcher to improve the rendering quality by calling the local hardware
resource such as GPU. As an in-development standard specification, WebGL defined an API based
on OpenGL ES 2.0 and OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) for writing web application utilizing
hardware accelerated 3D graphics (KHRONOS, 2009). A WebGL application could take
advantage of the JavaScript infrastructure and DOM fundamentals present in any HTML document.
WebGL integrates cleanly with HTML and other displayed web content on top or underneath the
3D without the need for browser plugins. WebGL realized the “viewing graphics in a web browser
without the need for an ad-hoc plugin” (Di Benedetto, Ponchio, Ganovelli, & Scopigno, 2010, p.
145). Based upon this graphics API specification for JavaScript, developers introduced several
libraries for in-depth exploration and advanced application. The next section will reveal a few
websites, which adopted understudied technologies.
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2.3

Websites for Physics Demonstrations and Simulations

In 2012, Richard E. Berg published a resource letter in American Journal of Physics which
“provided a guide to physics demonstrations, computer simulations of physics demonstrations, and
physics education research regarding the use and effectiveness of demonstrations and simulations”
(Berg, 2012, p. 181). Berg (2012) collected and summarized dozens of websites for physics
demonstrations and computer simulations. Another resource letter by Meltzer and Thornton (2012)
also mentioned some of the examined websites provided by Berg (2012). However, when
revisiting these online materials after five years, some of the websites and web application proved
inaccessible due to a URL update or the technology support deprecation. Some reflected an update
of the content of the demonstrations and computer simulations. Furthermore, the researcher
discovered many new websites with the same purposes emerged over the last past five years. Thus,
a re-compilation of the websites collection proves necessary to amend and supplement the current
resource. Berg (2012) also provided a brief introduction to each website including the URL, the
content, and the project association. The introduction included few technical aspects warranting
further analysis.
2.3.1

State-of-the-art Review Approach

The present study performed a comprehensive state-of-the-art literature review to identify
and examine the websites created in academics for the purpose of physics demonstrations and
simulations. Indicated in Grant and Booth (2009), state-of-the-art reviews usually require single
researcher and “tend to address more current matters in contrasts to other combined retrospective
and current approaches…Many offer new perspectives on an issue or point out area for further
research” (p. 95). The thorough review entailed a comprehensive current empirical literature
search to discern the contemporary knowledge base and to unmask priorities for future research.
Thus, the researcher lists the review approach of the present study below:
1. The present study determined what resources, including library databases, academic
journals and conferences, and other sources to search (Appendix A).
2. For each resource, the present study adopted a search strategy.
3. The present study assembled a list of websites identified by articles found (Appendix
B).
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4. The present study analyzed each website to determine a pre-specified list of technical
features and types of technical issues.
Following the journals, professional websites, conferences, and other online resources
encompassed in Berg (2012), the present study determined what resource to scrutinize. After
reviewing the results, the present study determined the supplement proved necessary. Refer to the
search sources listed below, where the italicized resources illustrate items available in Berg (2012):
1. Academic journals and conferences related to physics education including: American
Journal of Physics, European Journal of Physics, Physics Education, European
Journal of Physics Education, The Physics Teacher, Physics Review Special Topics –
Physics Education Research, and Physics Education Research Conference.
2. Two largest computer-technology related databases including IEEE Xplore and ACM
Digital Library.
3. Academic journals related to technology for science education including: Computer
& Education, Educational Technology Research and Development, Interactive
Learning Environments, International Journal of Science Education, Journal of
College Science Teaching, Journal of Computer Assisted Learning, Journal of
Educational Technology, Journal of Interactive Learning Research, Journal of
Research in Science Teaching, Journal of Research on Technology in Education,
Journal of Science Education and Technology, Learning, Media & Technology, and
The Science Teacher.
4. Resource from physics professors and graduate student teaching assistants at Purdue
University.
5. Supplementing current available resource, the timeframe for the search spanned from
January 2013 to December 2017.
Given the difference between the focusing areas of the above journals and conferences, the
search used various sets of keywords, which formed the search strategies. Refer below to the
strategies list:
1. Academic journals related to physics education
(1) First used keywords including “web”, “website”, “application”, “web-based”, and
“online” to search title and keyword fields.
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(2) Manually sifted through the title and abstract of each article that falls in the search
timeframe. This strategy was determined if the search function was unavailable on
the journal’s website or the search returned many irrelevant results.
2. For IEEE Xplore and ACM Digital Library, the present study used keywords
including “physics”, “physics education”, “physics simulation”, and “physics
demonstration” to search title and keyword fields.
3. For academic journal related to technology for science education
(1) First used keywords including “physics”, “physics education”, “physics
simulation”, “physics demonstration”, “web-based”, “web”, and “online” to
search title and keyword fields because the topics of these journals held widely
spread in science education and education in general.
(2) Manually sifted through the title and abstract of each article that fell in the search
timeframe to ascertain if the search function stood unavailable on the journal’s
website or the search returned many irrelevant results.
The search from the academic journals and conferences returned 172 articles (Appendix A)
mentioning, examining, or implementing 141 websites for physics education (Appendix B).
2.3.2

Overview of the Initial Results

The initial results overview aimed to describe the purposes of the collected websites serve
in a similar way to the Berg (2012) study. As mentioned in the first chapter, the major educational
purposes for the websites for physics education in general list physics demonstrations, display
physics computer simulations, aggregate the resource information of the physics demonstrations
and computer simulations. Moreover, because these websites provide learning objectives,
activities, explanations, formulas, lab tasks, quizzes, and assignments, they tutor the students to
learn physics concepts. Markedly, a website or web application for physics education sometimes
often engenders multiple purposes. Specifically, “Amrita Virtual Labs” (Achuthan et al., 2011,
2014) website contained 11 virtual labs covering 84 physics topics. For each topic, the website
provided a text-based explanation for the learning aims, theory, and applications, in addition to a
multimedia-based demonstration for the apparatus and experimental procedure. Moreover, for
each specific topic, the website illustrated interactive computer simulation module to enable the
students to follow virtually the lab procedure described in the demonstration module. In the process,
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the learner can interact with the graphical objects and observe the physical phenomena change
initiated when adjusting experimental parameters. Each topic also provided other modules
including self-evaluation, assignments, reference resource, and feedback to enhance the learning
experience (see Figure 2.1). The “Amrita Virtual Labs” website not only presented the physics
demonstrations and computer simulations but also played the role of a physics tutorial to
disseminate physics knowledge and accelerate the learning effect. Therefore, the understudied
website served three purposes simultaneously. Following this categorizing principle, the purposes
unfolded as the first overview of the initial result reflected in Table 2.1. Notably, the game category
referred to the computer simulations presented in the form of an educational game. Figure 2.2
reveals the majority (77%) of the websites for physics education serve a single purpose of
demonstrations or simulations.

Figure 2.1 Amrita Virtual Labs website
(http://vlab.amrita.edu/?sub=1&brch=194&sim=791&cnt=1)
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Table 2.1 Collected Websites Purposes
Initial Result

Count

Simulation
Simulation & Authorization
Demonstration
Simulation & Demonstration
Tutoring
Simulation & Tutoring
Simulation, Demonstration, & Tutoring
Information Aggregation
Simulation, Tutoring, & Information Aggregation
Game
Total

47
2
62
2
11
8
2
1
2
4
141

1%
1%

1%

Simulation

3%

Simulation & Authorization

5%
Demonstration

8%

34%

2%

Simulation & Demonstration
Tutoring
Simulation & Tutoring
Simulation, Demonstration, & Tutoring
Information Aggregation

2%
43%

Simulation, Tutoring, & Information
Aggregation
Game

Figure 2.2 Collected Websites Purpose Comparison
The majority (72.3%, 47 out of 65) of the collected websites for physics demonstrations
involved were affiliated to the physics departments in colleges and universities to help teachers
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and students understand the apparatus and procedures of physics experiment demonstration in the
classroom. Some were built with the functionality of making an order to facilitate the process of
getting the apparatus to the classroom. The others, for example, the websites “Wonder of Physics”,
“Steve Spangler’s Science”, “Demonstrations in Acoustics” (Berg, 2012), and “APlusPhysics”
(MacIsaac, 2015a) originated from the creators’ individual or commercial interests. The website
“Pathway Active Learning Environment (PALE)” used video-based tutors, who were the physics
professors in Kansas State University to answer a list of commonly asked questions from the
students. The PALE website invited physics professor to pre-record the videos to verbally explain
and demonstrate the answers (Nakamura, 2012; Nakamura, Murphy, Christel, Stevens, & Zollman,
2016).
Websites for physics computer simulations emerged with from large projects, for instance,
PhET. Another example was the second and third editions of Physlet Physics electronic book
websites (Belloni & Christian, 2001; Ülen et al., 2014; Ülen, Gerlič, Slavinec, & Repnik, 2017)
and the Open Source Physics website (Christan, 2006; Clemente et al., 2017; Rodrigues & Simeão
Carvalho, 2013). They were developed by the Open Source Physics (OSP) team for noncommercial use. The former two websites were actually electronic books that were composed by
the OSP team leaders and organized small physics simulations by the areas of the concepts. The
second edition utilized Java Applets for each simulation with Easy Java Simulation (EJS)
technology while the third edition adapted to HTML5 Canvas animation. This adaption converted
Java code to JavaScript code using external libraries, instead of authoring the same simulations in
JavaScript from scratch which was the PhET team did. The latter website “Open Source Physics”,
which was the official website of Open Source Physics project, listed all simulations created within
the project with detail text-based explanation.
There have been individual physics professors and high school teachers who developed
websites for physics computer simulations. For example, physics professor Daniel Schroeder from
Weber State University held workshops in 2014 and 2015 to teach creating interactive web
simulations using HTML5 Canvas technology. The workshops, in addition to the tutorials and
simulations on his website “Creating Interactive Web Simulations Using HTML5 and JavaScript”,
benefitted the physics researchers by providing basic explanation of the HTML5 tags, Cascading
Style Sheets (CSS), JavaScript functions for canvas animation, and website user interface elements
(text box, radio button, slider, etc.), along with simulation examples. Another physics professor
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Andrew Duffy from Boston University had his personal website, “Physics Simulations”, contain
over one hundred physics simulations (MacIsaac, 2017; Pathare, Huli, Nachane, Ladage, &
Pradhan, 2015). High school physics teacher Frank McCulley made the website “The Physics
Aviary” to provide lab simulations, simulations for reviewing exams, and other helping tools
(MacIsaac, 2015b) while German teacher Walter Fendt developed both Java-based and HTML5
canvas-based simulations and hosted them on the website “Apps on Physics”, in addition to the
website “oPhysics” created by teacher Tom Walsh (Walsh, 2017) and the website “Color Apps”
developed by physics teachers Frances Ruiz and Michael Ruiz (Ruiz & Ruiz, 2015). Further,
physics professors Wolfgang Bauer and Gary Westfall composed an electronic physics textbook
University Physics with a companion website to show the simulations (Bauer & Westfall, 2013).
The powerful environment “GlowScript” for 3D physics computer simulations utilizing WebGL
and VPython, which was developed by a team led by professor Bruce Sherwood, were being used
with the textbook Matter & Interaction at Purdue University.
Software developers were also interested in making websites for physics computer
simulations, for example, the websites “Math, Physics, and Engineering Applets” (Poddar, 2013),
“General Physics Animations” (Berg, 2012), and “myPhysicsLab” developed by Erik Neumann.
A number of the collected websites integrated the curricula. For instance, Physlet Physics
Third Edition (Belloni & Christian, 2001; Ülen et al., 2014, 2017), PhET (Perkins et al., 2006),
University Physics with Modern Physics Companion Site (Bauer & Westfall, 2013), Interactive
Physics (Berg, 2012), MIT Physics 8.02 TEAL (Belcher & Bessette, 2001), GlowScript Demos
(Kohnle et al., 2017; Meltzer & Thornton, 2012), etc.. To this point, the physics professors at
universities created the majority of the websites for demonstrations, so that they can integrate them
into curriculum. Some of the websites hailed as a “lab”, introduced in lab and lecture, particularly,
“Virtual Physics Lab” (Darrah et al., 2014), “Amrita Virtual Labs, and “myPhysicsLab”.
Individual interests sparked experts to develop a few websites based on research or individual
interests. For example, Dr. Andrew Duffy from Boston University created “Physics Simulations”
(Berg, 2012), Dan McCulley authored “The Physics Aviary” (MacIsaac, 2015b), Walter Fendt
developed “Apps on Physics” (MacIsaac, 2014), etc..
Figure 2.3, Figure 2.4, and Figure 2.5 display the second initial results overview, which
depicts the use of the collected websites. Research-based or individual interests comprised 51% of
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the simulation-involved websites while 79% and 80%, integrated with curriculum and labs for
demonstration-involved and tutoring-involved websites, respectively.

31%

In curriculum
Lab

51%

Research Interets
18%

Figure 2.3 Simulation-involved Websites Usage

In curriculum

1% 5%
9%

Lab
6%

Research Interests
In curriculum &
Research Interests
79%

Unknown

Figure 2.4 Demonstration-involved Websites Usage
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15%
5%

In curriculum
Lab
Research Interests
80%

Figure 2.5 Tutoring-involved Websites Usage
The majority (85%) of the collected websites covered a list of physics topics while nine
percent attempted to present single physics concept (see Figure 2.6). The percentage reflects the
physics simulation creators, even those who develop them for individual interests, attempted to
cover many concepts, which might be due to the technology advancement and the fact
development technologies prove easier to learn.

6%
9%

List of Concepts
Single Concept
Unknown
85%

Figure 2.6 Level of Concept Coverage of the Websites for Physics Education
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2.4

Analysis of Functional Technical Features and Potential Technical Issues

As indicated in Shah and Patel (2016), Ismail et al. (2017), and Dodun et al. (2015),
technical features of a software product or a website can be divided into functional and nonfunctional features. A functional feature describes a key feature that can assure that the design of
the software or the website guarantees the intended service to satisfy the business need. A nonfunctional feature is a quality attribute that “represents the behavior of a software or website that
must exhibit a set of characteristics” (Ismail et al., 2017, p. 3). The non-functional features are
commonly considered as functionality, usability, reliability, efficiency, and content quality and
they will be discussed in the next three chapters. Multiple studies (Castro-Alonso, Ayres, & Paas,
2016; Chandra & Watters, 2012) acknowledged that the service of delivering the content played
an important role on the websites for educational use. Therefore, one important type of functional
technical feature of the websites for physics education should be “present the content”. On a
webpage, the representation of the content usually acted as a functional technical feature of the
“present the content” type. Thus, it was necessary to observe what form was utilized to deliver the
content to the users, including text, image, video, interactive animation (Ismail et al., 2017). In
addition, Taylor et al. (2014) pointed out potential technology issues that prevented the functional
feature to work as expected should be considered in the web design, for example, the use of plugins,
missing or unclear navigational labels, and long scrolls. Thus, it is also necessary to analyze the
technologies which supports the representation of the content because the deprecation of the
technologies could affect the delivery of the intended service for a great deal.
Comparing the form of the representation of the content (see Figure 2.7), nearly half (43%)
of the simulation-involved websites was found that they utilized interactive content while a quarter
of them were accompanied by text-based interpretation only. 16% of the websites used texts and
static images to help users understand the interactive simulations. From Figure 2.8, 47% of the
demonstration involved websites only used static format including text, image, and drawing to
illustrate the demonstrations while 40% of them demonstrate in online video. Figure 2.9 indicated
that 45 % of the tutoring involved websites were incorporated with the interactive content while
only 35% of them only contained static content.
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2%

1%

14%

Contains text and image only

16%

Contains animation or video
Contains interactive content
Contains text and interactive
content only

24%

Contains text, image/video
and interactive content
43%

Contains source code

Figure 2.7 The Representation of the Content for Simulation-involved Websites Comparison

3%

5%

5%

Contains text-only
Contains text, image, and drawing
only
Contains text and online video only

22%

47%

18%

Contains text, image/drawing, and
online video
Contains downloadable
Contains DVDs, tapes, …

Figure 2.8 Representation of the Content for Demonstration-involved Websites Comparison
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Contains text and image only
35%
45%

Contains text, image/drawing,
video only
Contains text,
image/drawing/video/animati
on, interactive content
20%

Figure 2.9 Representation of the Content for Tutoring-involved Websites Comparison
Web technologies for supporting the “representation of the content” feature spread across
the entire web development area. Due to their affiliation to the universities, the demonstration
websites usually adopted the technologies that aligned with the universities’ web development
technology stack. Generating the content from Content Management System (CMS), such as
Drupal, Joomla, and WordPress, was a common practice (see Figure 2.11). Tutoring involved
websites mainly adopted HTML and JavaScript remained mainstream (80%, see Figure 2.12).
However, Figure 2.10 indicated that the technologies for developing the simulation content varied.
Majority have adopted HTML5 canvas animation and other more high-end technologies such as
WebGL and Cascading Style Sheets Level 3 (CSS3) animation. However, quite a few were still
stuck with Java Applet, Flash, or Shockwave, which risked the accessibility.
The above analysis reflected that the plugin-required and deprecating technologies were
still widely adopted for generating content. It did not only jeopardize the websites for
demonstrations and simulations to function across web browsers and web clients compatibly but
also potentially compromised the functionality and accessibility of these websites (World Wide
Web Consortium [W3C], 2018, Technical factors).
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Another two necessary functional features that the websites for physics demonstrations and
computer simulations are “organization of the content” and “navigation to the content”. Because
85% of the collected websites had a list of physics concept to present, all of them were equipped
with the “organization of the content” feature in the format of a list of the text-based or imagebased hyperlinks. Many websites were missing the “navigation to the content” feature, for example,
drop-down menus and breadcrumb links, which could possibly compromise the usability of the
websites.

Figure 2.10 Comparison of the Technologies Supporting to Present the Content on Simulationinvolved Websites
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Figure 2.11 Comparison of Technologies Supporting to Present the Content on Demonstrationinvolved Websites
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Figure 2.12 Comparison of Technologies Supporting to Present the Content on Tutoringinvolved Websites
2.5

Summary

This chapter started with two sections to briefly review the history of physics education in
the United States and the impact to the education brought by the technology. The third section
presented the procedures and the results of a state-of-the-art literature review that the present study
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conducted, which aimed to update and enrich the current list of websites for physics
demonstrations and computer simulations in order to establish a comprehensive collection. Further,
this chapter provided an overview of the initial review results with a few example websites,
followed by specifying and comparing the purposes the collected websites serve (demonstration,
simulation, tutoring, information aggregation, or mixed), their usage (in curricula, labs, or
research/individual project), the range of physics concepts they cover (single or many concept(s)),
and the expense to use them. Ultimately, this chapter analyzed three functional technical features
of a website or web application for physics demonstrations and computer simulations, which were
representation of the content, organization of the content, and navigation to the content, and the
potential technical issues may occur.
The next chapter will discuss the methodology of the present study, starting with the review
of non-educational quality evaluation models for software product and web application. The
previous evaluation work that targeted websites will also be discussed. Following the Web-QEM
model, the next chapter will define the objects and goals of the non-educational quality evaluation,
evaluation criteria, elementary and global measurement instruments, and the methods for data
analysis.
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CHAPTER 3.

FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY

The present study evaluated the non-educational website quality of the websites identified
as part of a state-of-the-art-review (as described in Chapter 2; complete list of the websites can be
found in Appendix B). This chapter will introduce the framework of the present non-educational
quality evaluation including the selection of the evaluation model as well as and the evaluation
criteria. Next, this chapter will describe the selected evaluation model in detail, followed by each
quality characteristic as evaluation criterion. Thirdly, this chapter will introduce the co-evaluators
who were invited to join the researcher for the evaluation and provide the rationale for including
each type of co-evaluator. Fourth, this chapter will describe the adaption of the Web-QEM
questionnaire for the purpose of physics education websites. Each question set is to measure a
quality characteristic. The present study adopted a 20-question questionnaire (with 88 variables)
for two web design and development domain experts to evaluate the external quality of the
websites. The present study also adopted a set of five questions and a ten-question Systematic
Usability Evaluation (SUE) questionnaire for physics domain expert users to evaluate the
satisfaction characteristic of the quality in use of the websites when they completed three tasks.
Because of the involvement of multiple evaluators, this chapter finally reports the intercoder
reliability of the questionnaire in the second section, as the solid intercoder reliability guarantees
the coherence of each evaluator’s judgement on the coding term each categorial question variable
employs.

3.1

Research Approach

The research approach of the present study began with reviewing the existing website
quality evaluation standards and models, followed by selecting an appropriate evaluation model
for the non-educational quality of the websites for physics demonstrations and computer
simulations. Following the evaluation procedure, criteria, metrics, and the calculation of the
evaluation scores, which are provided and regulated by the selected evaluation model, the present
study was able to draw critical conclusions on that how the evaluating websites perform from the
perspective of the non-educational website quality and discern the quality issues. The next section
will first review the standards and evaluation models for website quality, followed by the previous
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studies of website evaluation. Secondly, the next section will introduce the Website Quality
Evaluation Methods and its conceptual framework which guarantees a consistent use of Web-QEM.
The final section in this chapter will describe the selection of an evaluation model and the
evaluation criteria of the selected model.

3.2

Related Works

The previous studies have evaluated the website quality based on the quality evaluation
models. Because websites share the features with the software product, the previous studies created
the website quality evaluation models based on the ISO software quality evaluation standards. This
section first reviews the quality characteristics for evaluating the websites. The quality
characteristics are identified based on the ISO standard and the websites’ unique features. Hence
this section also reviews the ISO software quality standard. The next section reviews the website
quality evaluation models and the next section reviews the Web-QEM model that was adopted in
the present study.
3.2.1

Website Quality and Standards

The concept of quality is intangible and easy to recognize but hard to define and evaluate
(Mebrate, 2010; Olsina, Covella, & Rossi, 2006). People can feel, understand, and judge good
quality and bad quality of an entity, for example, a piece of merchandise or a website, but their
analysis is subjective and individuals typically cannot explain what characteristics influence their
judgement in a detailed manner. To assess such an abstract concept of quality, common practices
usually define and examine the lower abstraction of the concept such as the attributes of an entity
and each attribute can be defined by one or multiples measurable properties (Olsina et al., 2006).
For example, one could start to assess the quality of a digital photograph with defining a quality
attribute called photo resolution. The photo resolution attribute can be defined by the counts of the
pixels the photo contains horizontally and vertically. These two properties can obviously be
measured quantitatively. One only needs to define the indicators for high, medium, and low
resolutions, which correspond to different counts of the pixels, to represent the quality level of this
attribute.
Furthermore, an entity may have many measurable properties to influence the overall
quality while only some of them could be sensitive to a given evaluation purposes. Therefore,
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“quality is an abstract relationship between the attributes of entities” (p. 109) and the evaluation
goals (Mendes & Mosley, 2006). The quality requirements consequently diverge depending on the
entity type, the viewpoint of the entity users, and the context of using the entity. From the software
evaluation point of view, different entity types, which simultaneously represent the software, can
be identified, including evaluating the product quality of the software and product quality in use
of the software (Olsina et al., 2006). While the product quality conforms to the design requirements
of the software specification and features, the quality in use is the end user’s view of the quality
which is measured and evaluated by the result of using the software, rather than by the properties
of the software itself (Mendes & Mosley, 2006). For example, the quality characteristics of an
educational physics website required by a professional web developer during the development,
which include the conformance to the design specification, might not align with characteristics
important to end-users, such as a high school physics teacher, who wishes to integrate the website
into an established curriculum or high school students who will use the website in their own
learning.
The purpose-oriented evaluation of the quality characteristics is not easy in either software
or web engineering (Murugesan, Deshpande, Hansen, & Ginige, 2001). It is more difficult to
examine every essential characteristic and necessary attributes of a software or a website without
using sound evaluation frameworks, models, and methodologies (Mendes & Mosley, 2006). As
mentioned in the first chapter, one standardization achievement of the software product quality for
evaluation purposes, ISO/IEC 9126 standard was published in 1991. The standard prescribed six
characteristics that describe software quality with minimal overlap and each characteristic was
with a set of sub-characteristics. It suggested that software product quality was “determined by the
presence or absence of the attributes” (Olsina et al., 2016, p. 113) which can be designed into the
product. ISO/IEC 9126 was revised in 2001 to fill the gaps of that presence or absence of attributes
cannot assure the quality in use and that no reliable way to forecast the users’ behaviors (Bevan,
1999). The revised ISO/IEC 9126-1 specified three distinguished approaches to the software
product quality: internal quality, external quality, and quality in use. The former two focused on
the features and the specifications of the software product itself, while the latter focused on how
the software product meets the users’ needs and satisfaction. Internal quality should be evaluated
during the development phase. External quality and quality in use should be evaluated when the
software is being used. ISO updated the 9126-1 standard with a replacement ISO/IEC 25010 which
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actually combined the internal and external quality in 9126-1 into product quality and delineated
a relationship between them as the product quality could influence the product-in-use quality and
the product-in-use quality depends on the product quality. The new standards also specified the
viability of tailoring the model based on the objectives of the evaluation project.
Similar to a stand-alone software product, websites involve “source and executable code,
persistent structured data, and requirements, architecture, design, and testing specifications”
(Mendes & Mosley, 2006, p. 121). However, they also have unique features which makes them
differentiate from the software products (Mebrate, 2010; Olsina et al., 2006). Websites and web
applications are content driven and document oriented, aiming at delivering information. They are
“interactive, user centered, and hypermedia-based applications where the user interface plays a
center role” (Olsina et al., 2006, p. 120). Thus, websites highly focus on visual features and
aesthetics, which enable them easy to be understood and operated by the users with different
profiles. Other unique features and challenges including the importance of the internationalization,
accessibility to the content, searching and browsing functionalities, and maintenance and the
evolutionary nature of the information delivered by the websites are indicated in the previous
studies (Mebrate, 2010; Olsina et al., 2006). Despite the distinct features of websites, many studies
created qualities evaluation models based on the ISO standards (Kumar, Dadhich, & Shastri, 2015),
due to the similarity between the websites and the software product. There also have been quality
evaluation models which were not based on the ISO standard such as 2QCV3Q model, MiLE
(Milano-Lugano) model, and MINERVA model (Mebrate, 2010).
3.2.2

Website Quality Evaluation Models

Historically, software quality evaluation has been given higher emphasis than quality
evaluation of website and web applications. However, there have been significant developments
in the web engineering, which shifted the focus of quality evaluation, from the offline world to the
online world based on the basic software quality evaluation models.
For instance, 2QCV3Q model is a conceptual model consisting of seven dimensions to
evaluate quality of a website: who-what- why-when-where-how and feasibility (with what means
and devices). The model takes its name from the rhetorical principles of Cicerone Loci, which
begin with Auxiliis (feasibility), Quis (identity), Quid (content), Ubi (individuation), Quando
(management) and Quomodo (usability) (Signore, 2005).
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MiLE model inspected a website’s independent technical aspects and suggested to use
user-experience and scenario-based inspection for the dependent aspects (Micali & Cimino, 2008).
This usability-centered evaluation method combined the expert evaluators’ inspection and user’s
empirical testing. It based its evaluation on two heuristics including abstract and concrete
evaluation heuristics and categorized different levels of analysis including content, services,
navigation, cognitive features of the interface, aesthetic/graphic level and technology level
(Signore, 2005).
MINERVA was a network of European states’ ministries for cultural heritage. This model
was proposed for evaluating quality of cultural websites (museum, archives, libraries, and other
cultural institutions). In this model, quality was defined in terms of accessibility and usability. The
purpose of the quality criteria in this model was two-fold. The first one was they were used to
represent the quality characteristics for evaluating quality of cultural websites, and the second one
was that they support the design and evolution of cultural websites. The model supported the use
of ten quality principles.
Web-QEM model will be discussed in next section.
3.2.3

INCAMI Framework and Web-QEM Model

Since 1999, Web-QEM model has been utilized to evaluate the external quality and quality
in use of the websites in various domains including museum (Olsina & Rossi, 1999), e-commerce
(Olsina, Lafuente, & Rossi, 2000; Olsina & Rossi, 2002), academic (Olsina et al., 1999; Olsina,
Lafuente, & Rossi, 2001), and educational learning platforms (Covella & Olsina, 2002, 2006;
Molina & Olsina, 2008; Olsina, Papa, & Molina, 2005). The above previous studies validated this
evaluation model could be applied to the websites for physics demonstrations and computer
simulations because the non-functional feature and quality requirements align with those within
the educational online learning application. Initially Web-QEM was developed and validated as a
“model-centered evaluation methodology for the inspection of concepts, sub-concepts, and
attributes stemming from the quality or the quality in use requirement model” (Olsina, Papa, &
Molina, 2008, p. 405) in ISO/IEC 9126 standard and its ten-year revision, without considering the
multiple potential evaluation purposes and various evaluation context, for example, whether the
evaluation is for the intermediate or the final product or whether the evaluation is for product
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quality or quality in use. This gap is reflected by the Web-QEM process steps, which are grouped
into four major technical phases as “
1. Non-functional quality requirements definition and specification
2. Elementary measurement and evaluation (both design and implementation stages)
3. Global evaluation (both design and implementation stages)
4. Conclusion and recommendations” (Olsina et al., 2005, p. 390)
It is obvious that the information of the purposes and the context of the evaluation do not
appear in the four phases, for example, whether the non-functional quality requirements are for the
product quality or quality in use. By arguing the lack of such information, the researchers of WebQEM proposed an evaluation framework called INCAMI, which stands for Information Need,
Concept Model, Attribute, Metric, and Indicator. In this framework, Web-QEM actually still plays
the role of evaluation method and technique, in addition to the project definition which includes
the purpose, the user viewpoint, and the context of the evaluation project.

3.3

Evaluation Procedures

The present study performed the website evaluation following the procedure provided by
Web-QEM model, which is described in section 3.3.1. Section 3.3.2 identifies the websites as the
evaluation objects. Section 3.3.3 describes the selection rationale of the evaluators. Section 3.3.4
identifies the quality characteristics for evaluating the websites for physics demonstrations and
simulations and section 3.3.5 describes the measurement of the quality characteristics. Section
3.3.6 describes the implementation of the evaluation.
3.3.1 Procedure Overview
The present study evaluated the external quality and quality in use of the websites for
physics demonstrations and computer simulations, strictly following the procedure provided by
Web-QEM model. The previous studies listed in the last section displayed the adaption of the
model for various specific domains, for example, e-commerce, academics, and e-learning online
platform. The quality characteristics identified in the present study were derived from those in the
previous studies, which used Web-QEM, but adapted based on the unique features of the websites
for physics demonstrations and computer simulations. It is acknowledged that a single “method or
technique is usually not enough to assess different information needs for diverse evaluation
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purposes” (Olsina et al., 2006, p. 123). However, with the purpose, user viewpoint, and the context
of the evaluation project determined, Web-QEM method is sufficient to evaluate websites with
different purposes (Olsina et al., 2008). The case study in (Olsina et al., 2008) described the
information need as “understanding the external quality of the shopping cart component of a
typical e-commerce website, from a general website user’s viewpoint, in order to incorporate the
best features in a new e-bookstore development project” (p. 415).
Similarly, the information needs for the present study are twofold. The first is to understand
the external quality of the websites for physics demonstrations and computer simulations, from a
website user’s viewpoint, in order to point out the potential issues and provide best-practice
principles for designing these websites. The second is to understand the quality in use of the
websites for physics demonstrations and computer simulations, from a website user’s viewpoint,
in the context of attempting to retrieve and understand certain physics demonstrations or computer
simulations, in order to point out issues and provide suggestions. The evaluation was taking place
in the context of the computer and network provided by the instructional computer laboratory at
Purdue University.
The evaluation procedure was therefore divided into two parts including a procedure for
the websites’ external quality and a procedure for the websites’ quality in use. Each procedure
followed the same process (Figure 3.1) but focused on different quality characteristics and
involved different types of evaluators which is indicated in (Olsina et al., 2006, 2008). All
evaluators proceeded the evaluation from the website users’ perspective instead of developers’ or
managers’. More detail reasons of involving different types of user evaluators are explained in
next section. Figure 3.1 shows the evaluation process underlying the Web-QEM methodology
including the phases that mentioned in the last section, the main process, and outputs.
In summary, the evaluation procedure underlying the Web-QEM method are in the
following steps (Mebrate, 2010): “
1. Selecting a website or sets of websites to evaluate
2. Specifying evaluation goals, intended user’s viewpoint, and evaluation context
3. Defining the quality characteristics and sub-characteristic attribute requirements
4. Defining criterion function for each attribute and applying attribute measurement
5. Aggregating elementary preference to yield the global website quality preference
6. Analyzing, assessing, and comparing partial and global outcomes” (p. 14)
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Figure 3.1 The Evaluation Procedure Underlying Web-QEM method (Olsina et al., 2006)
Noticeably, Web-QEM adopted the Logic Scoring of Preference (LSP) approach
(Dujmovic, 1996) to quantitatively measure attributes of a product through logic scoring, which is
“a generalization of the additive scoring model and can be expressed as follows” (Olsina et al.,
2006, p. 134):
1

𝑟 𝑟
𝑃⁄𝐺𝑙 (𝑟) = (𝑊1 𝐸𝑙1𝑟 + 𝑊2 𝐸𝑙2𝑟 + ⋯ + 𝑊𝑚 𝐸𝑙𝑚
)

Where
−∞ ≤ 𝑟 ≤ +∞; 𝑃⁄𝐺𝑙 (−∞) = min(𝐸𝑙1 , 𝐸𝑙2 , … , 𝐸𝑙𝑚 ) ; 𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝑃⁄𝐺𝑙 (+∞) = max(𝐸𝑙1 , 𝐸𝑙2 , … , 𝐸𝑙𝑚 )
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The expression above becomes an additive equation when the power parameter r equals to
one with W denotes the relative weight and El denotes the indicator of each sub characteristic. In
fact, Web-QEM model mostly adopts an additive way to compute the partial/global indicator.
However, the case in Olsina et al. (2006) considered a conjunction of the sub characteristics when
evaluating the attractiveness characteristic, which means the researchers thought all input sub
characteristics including the uniformities of color styles, font styles, and visual appeal, determine
the quality characteristic of attractiveness together. In this case, Olsina et al. (2006) decrease the
value of r parameter to a value that less than one.
3.3.2

Defining Evaluation Objects

An initial result of the collection of websites for physics demonstrations and computer
simulations were presented in Chapter 2 and shown in Appendix B. When proceeding with the
actual evaluation, it was necessary to tailor the initial result to a smaller collection because some
websites in the comprehensive collection are inaccessible with a missing URL and some websites
which required purchase and paid enrollment only provided limited demo examples. Some
websites which only presented a single physics computer simulation had different quality
requirement of functionality, usability, and reliability, other than those presented a list of
simulations. Some websites which focused more on providing educational resource than just
presenting the demonstrations and computer simulations also served a slightly different purposes.
Therefore, in consideration of keeping the same evaluation context, necessary tailor was adopted
to form a collection of fewer websites shown in Appendix C, which were accessible for evaluation;
containing many concepts; and focusing on presenting interactive demonstrations and computer
simulations.
3.3.3

Defining Evaluators as Participants

The present study evaluated the websites for physics demonstrations and computer
simulations from a website user’s perspective. The website user is distinguished from the
developer of the website and the manager of the website project. However, more specific evaluator
types were defined for external quality and quality in use evaluations. It is because that evaluating
external quality characteristics requires the expertise of web design and development to identify
the availability of the website features such as navigational elements and the uniformity of the
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webpage styles and color scheme. And evaluating the quality in use needs the involvement of the
real users to determine the effectiveness, productivity, and satisfaction when they complete certain
tasks on the website, for example, operating a specific physics simulation.
As indicated in previous studies (Covella & Olsina, 2002; Olsina et al., 2006, 2008; Olsina
& Rossi, 2002), evaluating the external quality of the websites using Web-QEM should only
involve five or fewer web design and development domain experts minimizing the cost.
Specifically, the case in (Olsina et al., 2006) had two web development expert evaluators working
simultaneously for the evaluation. The metrics were provided by calculating the average of their
individual assessment for each criterium. The previous studies listed above (Covella & Olsina,
2002; Olsina et al., 2006, 2008; Olsina & Rossi, 2002) also indicate that the real users are necessary
to evaluate the quality in use. They used the guidance provided by Nielson (2012) in using three
up to five users to produce meaningful results, although six real users were actually involved in
evaluating the quality in use for an e-learning web application (Covella & Olsina, 2006).
Two web design and development domain experts were involved in the present study for
evaluating the external quality. Five physics domain experts as the real users were involved in the
present study for evaluating the quality in use. The physics domain experts involved in the present
study included graduate teaching assistants for college physics courses and the physics teacher in
a community college. They were supposed to be the actual users of the websites for demonstrations
and computer simulations because they tend to 1) find and compare the physics simulations online
for instructional and personal use, and 2) instruct students to view these online materials (Chandra
& Watters, 2012). Since they also participate the evaluation for checking the reliability of the
questionnaire before the formal evaluation, the physics domain experts get trained to know what
features to look at and what tasks to complete.
Notably, the evaluation instrument, which was the evaluation questionnaire, needed the
intercoder reliability check, which guaranteed every evaluator agreed on the expressions of the
questions in the questionnaire; thus everyone with different profile had a mutual understanding.
Therefore, before the formal evaluation, the present study invited domain expert users, who were
from web design and physics domains, to fill out the questionnaire to check the intercoder
reliability. The intercoder reliability is discussed in section 3.3.7.
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3.3.4

Quality Characteristics

Web-QEM inherits the high-level quality characteristics from the ISO/IEC 9126-1 quality
model. The quality characteristics for website external quality focus on usability, functionality,
reliability, and efficiency while those for websites’ quality in use are focusing the effectiveness,
productivity, and user satisfaction.
The functionality characteristic contains general functionalities such as searching,
retrieving, and navigation, and domain-specific functionality and content. In the present study,
domain-specific functionalities included the interactive multimedia displaying the physics
demonstrations and computer simulations.
Usability is defined as “A set of attributes that bear on the effort needed for use, and on the
individual assessment of such use, by a stated or implied set of users” (Olsina et al., 2006, p. 113).
It is a quality characteristic that assess how easy user-interfaces are to use (Nielson, 2012).
Usability can be broken down to four major sub-characteristics and miscellaneous such as multilanguage support and website last update indicator. The four major sub characteristics are
understandability, learnability, operability, and interface and aesthetic features.
The reliability characteristics reflect the quality issues such as link errors, spelling errors,
unexpected results, and absent features across web browsers.
The efficiency characteristics include the page performance and the information
accessibility such as support for text-only version and readability by deactivating the browser
image feature. However, such an information accessibility should not be considered in the case of
the present study that involved interactive multimedia.
The effectiveness characteristic of quality in use is defined as “the capability of the
software product to enable users to achieve specified goals with accuracy and completeness in a
specified context of use” and the productivity characteristic is defined as “the capability of the
software to enable users to expend appropriate amount of resources in relation to the effectiveness
achieved in a specified context of use” (Covella & Olsina, 2006, p. 2). User satisfaction is “the
user’s response to interaction with the product and includes attitudes towards use of the product”
(Covella & Olsina, 2006, p. 2).
Table 3.1 shows the quality characteristic requirements for websites for physics
demonstrations and computer simulations. Attribute and indicator in italic means that attribute
examines level of the existence of the feature or level of the indicator.
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A questionnaire generated based on the quality characteristic requirements are shown in
Appendix D. Part I of the questionnaire were adapted from a previous study (Olsina & Rossi, 2002).
Part II were adapted from the ten questions in SUE (Brooke, 1996) where the present study
changed the word “system” to “website”. Noticeably, question one to five in Part I validate the
questionnaire itself by comparing the answers to them with the answers to the questions for each
corresponding attribute.
Question six to 25 in the questionnaire for evaluating external quality were adapted from
the evaluation tool used in Olsina and Rossi (2002). Question 26-30 in the questionnaire and the
adapted SUE for evaluating the quality in use were the same as those from Covella and Olsina
(2006), which evaluated the quality in use of an e-learning platform.
Olsina and Rossi (2002) adopted an automated tool to evaluate the external quality of an
e-commerce website. Although it was not in the form of a questionnaire to ask evaluators to circle
answers, the tool contained questions that asked the evaluators to input the scores for indicating
the availability of each feature and the calculation for the preference value was automated. Because
the automated tool was not available for the present study’s use, the present study copied and
adapted those questions and place them in a questionnaire.
The tool in Olsina and Rossi (2002) for evaluating e-commerce website checked the
availability of essential website features. The tool contained unnecessary check for some features
that not applicable for the websites for physics demonstrations and simulations, for example,
audience-oriented guided tour, image map, and merchandise labeling system. It also asked
questions for checking domain-specific functionalities for online shopping. Therefore, the present
study made the following adaptions specifically for the websites for physics demonstrations and
simulations:
1. Removed the question for checking quality of merchandise labeling system
2. Removed the question for checking audience-oriented guided tour
3. Removed the question for checking image map
4. Combined the questions for checking multiple addresses directories (email, phone, fax,
and post-mail) to one checking the contact of the website creator
5. Removed the question for checking guest book
6. Removed the questions for checking the support for text-only version and readability by
deactivating the browser image feature.
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7. Adapted the domain-specific questions to those checking the text-based explanation of
the demonstration and simulation content, the image preview, the quality of graphical
representation, the direct and indirect interaction, and overall visual representation based
on Adams et al. (2008).
Table 3.1 Quality Characteristic for Websites for Physics Demonstrations and Simulations
Quality type Characteristics

Sub characteristics

Understandability

Learnability
Usability
External
Quality

Operability

Interface and
Aesthetics

Misc.

Search function
Functionality
Navigation
function

Attributes/Indicators
Purpose statement of the entire
website
Purpose statement of each
section
Site Map
Table of Content
Indexes (Alphabetical, by
subject, by time, etc.)
Global “walk-through”
Global help
Specific help for each
demo/simulation
FAQ
“What’s New” feature
Leave a comment
Contact info of the website
creator
Grouping the content
Grouping the links to the content
Stable links
Navigation on all pages
Search function on all pages
Style uniformity (color, font,
link, and cursor style)
Visual appeal
Multi-language support for nonEnglish websites
Last update time for entire
website
Last update time for each
demo/simulation
Global search function
Customized search function
Return correct search result
Navigation (menu bar, dropdown menus, etc.)
Breadcrumb path
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Table 3.1 continued

Domain-specific
functionality

Links
Reliability

Efficiency
Effectiveness
Quality in
use

Productivity
Satisfaction

Features

Label of current location
Link to return to last page
Mouse Scroll
Accuracy of the link text
Accuracy of the navigation text
Explanation of the link in tooltip
Explanation of the navigation
item in tooltip
Text-based description to explain
each demonstration and
simulation
Image thumbnail to preview
each demonstration and
simulation
Graphical quality
Direct interaction with the
graphics
Interaction with the controllers
Accurate
demonstration/simulation
content
Relevant
demonstration/simulation
content
Visually appealing
demonstration/simulation
content
Broken links
Absent features cross browsers
Unexpected results independent
of browsers
Spelling errors
Quick pages

Spelling
Performance
Task completeness
Task effectiveness
Efficiency related to task completeness
Efficiency related to task effectiveness
Calculated satisfaction
3.3.5

Measurement

The evaluation questionnaire for assessing the external quality of the websites for physics
demonstrations and computer simulations contained 20 questions with 88 variables as the question
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options. Specifically, questions six through 25 in the questionnaire shown in Appendix D typified
such questions for appraising the high-level external quality characteristics including usability,
functionality (both general and domain-specific), reliability, and efficiency while questions 26
through 30 evaluated the quality-in-use characteristics including the effectiveness and productivity.
In the second part of the questionnaire, ten questions assessed the satisfaction characteristic of
quality in use.
The 88 categorical variables measured the characteristics representing the external quality.
For evaluators’ convenience, these variables comprised 20 questions. For each question, the
evaluators circled an option based on its availability or truthfulness on the website. Therefore, each
option depicted a categorical variable represented with two possible values: “YES” or “NO”.
For evaluating the usability quality characteristics, question 6 evaluated the
understandability characteristic and question 7 appraised the learnability characteristic. Question
8 assessed the operability characteristic and question 9 evaluated the interface and aesthetic aspect.
Question 10 appraised a few miscellaneous aspects of websites’ usability. The variables for the
evaluation of understandability included:
1. Availability of a text-based purpose statement of the entire website (Q6.a)
2. Availability of a text-based purpose statement of each demonstration/simulation
section (Q6.b)
3. Availability of a site map link (Q6.c)
4. Availability of a table of content (Q6.d)
5. Availability of indices (Q6.e-h)
6. Availability of other scheme for helping understandability (Q6.i)
The variables for the evaluation of learnability comprise:
7. Availability of a global help for first-time user (Q7.a)
8. Availability of specific help for each demonstration/simulation (Q7.b)
9. Availability of FAQ (Q7.c)
10. Availability of “What’s new” (Q7.d)
11. Availability of comments form (Q7.e)
12. Availability of link to contact the website creator (Q7.f)
13. Availability of other help (Q7.g)
The variables for the evaluation of operability encompassed:
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14. Demonstrations and simulations are grouped (Q8.a)
15. Links to the demonstrations and simulations are grouped (Q8.b)
16. Links to the demonstrations and simulations are in same format (Q8.c)
17. Links are stable (Q8.d)
18. Availability of navigation function (Q8.e)
19. Availability of search function (Q8.f)
20. Same webpage style (Q8.g)
21. Same color scheme (Q8.h)
22. Same font scheme (Q8.i)
23. Same mouse cursor scheme (Q8.j)
The variables for the evaluation of interface and aesthetics included:
24. Appealing presentation (Q9.a)
25. Plain presentation (Q9.b)
26. Awful presentation (Q9.c)
The variables for the evaluation of miscellaneous aspects comprised:
27. Availability of multi-language support (Q10.a)
28. Availability of indicator for last update time of the website (Q10.b)
29. Availability of indicator for last update time of each demonstration/simulation
(Q10.c)
30. Availability of indicator for suggested view resolution (Q10.d)
For evaluating the general functionality characteristics, question 11 examines the search
functionality while questions 12 to 15 evaluates the navigational functionalities. The coded
variables include:
31. Availability of global search (Q11.a)
32. Availability of conditional search (Q11.b)
33. Accuracy of returned search result (Q11.c)
34. Availability of navigation section on every webpage (Q13.a)
35. Availability of navigation section on some webpages (Q13.b)
36. Unavailability of navigation functionality (Q13.c)
37. Indicator to show the path to current page is always shown (Q13.d)
38. Indicator to show the path to current page is sometimes shown (Q13.e)
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39. Indicator to show the path to current page is missing (Q13.f)
40. A label of current location is always shown (Q13.g)
41. A label of current location is sometimes shown (Q13.h)
42. A label of current location is missing (Q13.i)
43. A link to return to the last page is always available (Q13.j)
44. A link to return to the last page is sometimes available (Q13.k)
45. A link to return to the last page is missing (Q13.l)
46. Unavailability of long vertical scroll (Q14.a)
47. Unavailability of long horizontal scroll (Q14.b)
48. Availability of accurate link text (Q15.a)
49. Availability of link tooltip (Q15.b)
50. Availability of accurate navigation text (Q15.c)
51. Availability of navigation tooltip (Q15.d)
Question 16 evaluates the reliability quality characteristics. The associated variables include:
52. Unavailability of broken or invalid links (Q16.a)
53. Unavailability of spelling errors (Q16.b)
54. Unavailability of missing features cross web browsers (Q16.c)
55. Unavailability of unexpected results (Q16.d)
56. Unavailability of other errors (Q16.e)
For domain-specific functionality characteristics, questions 17 and 18 assess the text
explanation and image thumbnail for the demonstrations and simulations. Question 19 evaluates
the graphical quality while questions 20 to 22 appraise the interactive functionalities. Question 23
examines the accuracy and relevance of the demonstrations and simulations. Question 24
investigates the aesthetics of the demonstrations and simulations. The associated variables
encompass:
57. Availability of text-based explanation for all demonstrations/simulations (Q17.a)
58. Availability of text-based explanation for some demonstrations/simulations (Q17.b)
59. Unavailability of text-based explanation (Q17.c)
60. Availability of image thumbnail for all demonstrations/simulations (Q18.a)
61. Availability of image thumbnail for some demonstrations/simulations (Q18.b)
62. Unavailability of image thumbnail (Q18.c)
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63. High graphical quality (Q19.a)
64. Medium graphical quality (Q19.b)
65. Poor graphical quality (Q19.c)
66. No graphical content (Q19.d)
67. Availability of direct interaction with graphics for all (Q20.a)
68. Availability of direct interaction with graphics for some (Q20.b)
69. Unavailability of direct interaction (Q20.c)
70. Availability of interaction with controllers for all (Q21.a)
71. Availability of interaction with controllers for some (Q21.b)
72. Unavailability of interaction with controllers (Q21.c)
73. Availability of both direct interaction and interaction with controllers for all (Q22.a)
74. Availability of direct interaction and interaction with controllers for some (Q22.b)
75. Unavailability of both direct interaction and interaction with controllers (Q22.c)
76. Accurate demonstration/simulation for all (Q23.a)
77. Accurate demonstration/simulation for some (Q23.c)
78. Accurate demonstration/simulation for none (Q23.e)
79. Relevant demonstration/simulation for all (Q23.b)
80. Relevant demonstration/simulation for some (Q23.d)
81. Relevant demonstration/simulation for none (Q23.f)
82. Overall visually appealing demonstration/simulation (Q24.a)
83. Overall visually plain demonstration/simulation (Q24.b)
84. Overall visually awful demonstration/simulation (Q24.c)
85. Overall no visual (Q24.d)
For evaluating the efficiency characteristic, question 25 assesses the overall loading speed
of the webpages.
86. Webpages load at a fast speed (Q25.a)
87. Webpages load at an acceptable speed (Q25.b)
88. Webpages load at a slow speed (Q25.c)
The 88 variables formed the codebook for the questionnaire for evaluating the external
quality of the websites. Due to the involvement of multiple evaluators, a consensus among the
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evaluators must exist. The next section reports the calculation of the inter-evaluator agreement
indicator.
3.3.6

Evaluation Implementation

The external quality evaluation took place in an instructional computer lab at Purdue
University. Two web design and development expert evaluators assessed the availability of the
features for the attributes in Table 3.1Error! Reference source not found. by manually seeking
the features and an automated tool called “W3C Link Checker” (World Wide Web Consortium
[W3C], 2018, Link Checker). Manually looking for the features by the web domain experts can
maximize the accuracy because no automated tool was available for checking the availability of
the features. The automated tool was specifically used for checking broken and invalid links
because it can cover checking all links on a website in a time-efficient manner. However, a manual
check on broken links were performed when the automatic tool was forbidden to use by the script
embedded on the website. The external quality evaluators examine the accuracy and relevancy of
the demonstration and simulation with consulting the physics domain experts. The external quality
evaluators circled the answers to question six to 25 in the questionnaire.
The quality in use evaluation took place in various instructional computer laboratories per
the convenience of the physics domain expert evaluators. The evaluators usually spent an
unlimited time period so that they can first understand and learn to use the website, as well as
getting familiar with the website.
Based on the evaluation result of the external quality of all websites in the refined collection,
two of high external quality, two of medium external quality, and two of low external quality were
planned to be purposively selected as the cases for evaluating the quality in use. While examining
the results of the external quality evaluation, the present study found that all websites that showed
low external quality contain inaccessible content due to the deprecation of the web development
technology. Hence, three websites with high external quality and three with medium external
quality were selected in the actual evaluation.
Furthermore, if physics experts evaluated the quality in use by completing tasks on every
website instead of just six, the efficiency related to the task completeness and effectiveness of the
last evaluated websites would be influenced by the evaluators’ experience from the earlier
evaluated ones because they would have seen many similar contents. The purposive case selection
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did not only avoid such an accumulative effect which could influence the evaluation of quality in
use indicators (task completeness, effectiveness, and efficiency related to them) but also
minimized the cost.
When the physics domain expert evaluators finished exploring the website and were ready
for the tasks, they started to examine three demonstrations or computer simulations as the three
tasks to assess the quality in use. The three tasks were from three different physics concepts,
including conservation of the energy, periodic motion, and capacitance. The goal of each task was
to understand that demonstration or simulation and to know how to operate it. The topics were
selected from Physics Instructional Resource Association Bibliography (PIRA, 2018) and were
available on the six purposively selected websites. The length of the time they spent on each
demonstration or simulation were recorded. The physics domain expert evaluators filled the
answers to question 26 to 30 and the SUE.
3.3.7

Intercoder Reliability

This section defines the intercoder reliability among the evaluators in the present study and
reports the calculation of Cohen’s Kappa as the intercoder reliability indicator. The result shows
substantial level of agreement between two web design and development domain expert evaluators
for assessing the external quality of the websites for physics demonstrations and simulations.
3.3.7.1 Overview of Intercoder Reliability
Intercoder reliability holds a “widely used term for the extent to which independent coders
evaluate a characteristic of a message or artifact and reach the same conclusion” (Lombard,
Snyder-Duch, & Bracken, 2002, p. 589). The intercoder reliability stands not exactly the same as
the correlation coefficient that measures the degree to which “ratings of different judges are the
same when expressed as deviations from their means” (Tinsley & Weiss, 2000, p. 98). Rather it
measures only “the extent to which the different judges tend to assign exactly the same rating to
each object” (Tinsley & Weiss, 2000, p. 98). Intercoder reliability matters because coding may
involve coders’ judgments which vary among individuals while the quality of research depends on
the coherence of coding judgments. An acceptable intercoder reliability can control the coding
accuracy while it monitors intercoder reliability. Practically, an acceptable intercoder reliability
makes it possible for the division of labor among multiple coders.
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Popping (1988) identified 39 different "agreement indices" for coding nominal categories.
The commonly used ones include percent agreement, Scott's pi, Cohen's kappa (κ), and
Krippendorff's alpha (α). However, there exists no consensus as to the single “best” indicator.
Percent agreement though widely used tends to overestimate reliability, which can produce
misleading results. Cohen’s Kappa remains the target of much criticism but still continues to
represent the most frequently used indicator (Hughes & Garrett, 1990; McHugh, 2012). The
present study adopted Cohen’s Kappa to calculate the intercoder reliability.
No coherent acceptance standard for intercoder reliability exists (Neuendorf, 2002).
However, there exist a few prominent rules. The criterion of 0.80 represents a norm for exploratory
research while a “coefficients of 0.90 or greater would be acceptable to all, 0.80 or greater would
be acceptable in most situations, and below 0.80, there exists great disagreement” (Neuendorf,
2002, p. 145). Specifically for Cohen’s Kappa, less than 0 means poor reliability. Values range
from 0 to 0.20 means a slight agreement, 0.21 to 0.40 means fair agreement, 0.41 to 0.60 means a
moderate agreement, 0.61 to 0.80 means a substantial agreement, and 0.81 to 1.00 illustrates
almost perfect agreement between coders (Landis & Koch, 1977).
3.3.7.2 Calculation of Cohen’s Kappa (κ)
In the present study, SPSS software calculated intercoder reliability employing Cohen’s
Kappa. To prepare the calculation, the present study randomly chose one website GlowScript from
the collection of the websites for ten evaluators, including five web development experts and five
physics domain experts, to evaluate its external quality. The evaluators performed the evaluation
independently; therefore, one evaluator’s judgment did not affect the others’ evaluations. The
researcher imported the categorical values, “YES” and “NO” into SPSS (see Figure 3.2) for
calculating the intercoder reliability for each pair of evaluators. The SPSS commands used for the
calculation hold as follows:
CROSSTABS
/TABLES=wcoder1_1 BY wcoder2_1 /*changing among ten coders
/FORMAT=AVALUE TABLES
/STATISTICS=KAPPA
/CELLS=COUNT
/COUNT ROUND CELL
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Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 lists the calculation results of intercoder reliability. WC means
web design and development expert evaluator and PC means physics domain expert evaluator. For
evaluating a website for physics simulation, the results showed an almost perfect inter-evaluator
agreement Kappa (1.000 and 0.931) between the web domain expert evaluators. A substantial
agreement Kappa (from 0.669 to 0.826) presented between all web development expert evaluators
and physics domain expert evaluator #2, #3, #4, and #5. For evaluating a website for physics
demonstration, the results showed a substantial agreement Kappa (from 0.639 to 0.894) between
the web domain expert evaluators. The agreement between physics domain expert evaluators was
moderate and substantial (from 0.501 to 0.795). However, the agreement Kappa between physics
domain expert evaluators and web domain expert evaluators were mostly below 0.7, which showed
great disagreement. Considering two web domain experts out of five formally assessed the external
quality of the websites, the evaluators reached an agreement on the terms used by the questions in
the questionnaire.

Figure 3.2 Snapshot of the Variables for Calculating Cohen’s Kappa
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Table 3.2 Cohen’s Kappa of Evaluators Assessing Physics Simulation Website
WC1
WC2
WC3
WC4
WC5
PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5

WC1
1.000

WC2
0.931
1.000

WC3
1.000
0.931
1.000

WC4
1.000
0.931
1.000
1.000

WC5
1.000
0.931
1.000
1.000
1.000

PC1
0.387
0.328
0.387
0.387
0.387
1.000

PC2
0.748
0.820
0.748
0.748
0.748
0.230
1.000

PC3
0.742
0.807
0.742
0.742
0.742
0.398
0.700
1.000

PC4
0.706
0.771
0.706
0.706
0.706
0.424
0.796
0.906
1.000

PC5
0.756
0.826
0.756
0.756
0.756
0.237
0.780
0.707
0.669
1.000

Table 3.3 Cohen’s Kappa of Evaluators Assessing Physics Demonstration Website
WC1
WC2
WC3
WC4
WC5
PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5

WC1
1.000

WC2
0.894
1.000

WC3
0.639
0.750
1.000

WC4
0.788
0.894
0.806
1.000

3.4

WC5
0.788
0.894
0.861
0.894
1.000

PC1
0.615
0.505
0.385
0.395
0.395
1.000

PC2
0.659
0.554
0.562
0.554
0.554
0.701
1.000

PC3
0.792
0.688
0.540
0.688
0.688
0.517
0.665
1.000

PC4
0.740
0.740
0.594
0.740
0.740
0.517
0.716
0.795
1.000

PC5
0.657
0.543
0.412
0.485
0.428
0.574
0.521
0.612
0.501
1.000

Summary

This chapter introduced the framework of the present non-educational quality evaluation
including the selection of the evaluation model as well as and the evaluation criteria. This chapter
described the Web-QEM evaluation model in detail, followed by each quality characteristic as
evaluation criterion. This chapter introduced two types of co-evaluators for the evaluation and
provide the rationale for including each type of co-evaluator. Two web design and development
experts evaluated the external quality of the websites for physics demonstrations and simulation.
Five physics domain experts evaluated the quality in use of the websites. This chapter described
the adaption of the Web-QEM questionnaire from previous study for the purpose of physics
education websites. Each question set was to measure certain quality characteristic. Finally, this
chapter described the reliability and the validity of the questionnaires used in the evaluation.
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The next chapter will introduce the data analysis method, including the calculation of the
external quality and quality in use characteristics, and the results that aimed to understand and
compare the level of fulfillment of the non-educational quality characteristics of typical websites
for physics demonstrations and simulations, as well as the potential non-educational quality issues.
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CHAPTER 4.

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

This chapter first reports the data analysis method including the calculation of the
preference values for the external quality characteristics. The preference values indicated the
quality levels of each characteristic. The calculation recursively used the Logic Scoring of
Preference method that provided in Web-QEM model. This chapter also reports the data analysis
method for calculating the preference values for the quality in use characteristics adopting the
same LSP method. For each of the external quality and quality in use, this chapter reports the
evaluation results indicated by the preference values.

4.1
4.1.1

External Quality Characteristics

Calculation of External Quality Characteristics

As mentioned in the last chapter, the Logic Scoring of Preference model provides the basis
of the recursive use of the equation for the calculation of external quality characteristics. This
section describes the calculation of the variables at the bottom to the calculation of the highestlevel characteristics at the top. This calculation followed the evaluation approach, which ranged
from the elementary evaluation to the global evaluation.
First, each web design and development expert evaluator assigned each variable a score of
100 or 0 in percentage based on one’s professional judgment regarding the truthfulness of its
description. For example, variable #34, #35, and #36 represent the availability of navigation
section feature on the website. An evaluator first gave a score to each variable. If a navigation
section remained always shown, only variable #34 scored 100. If only some webpages
incorporated a navigation section, variable #34 scored 0 while variable #35 scored 100. If a website
failed to include a navigation section, only variable #36 scored 100.
Secondly, different weights summed up these three variables for calculating the total score
for the availability of navigation section. #34 was assigned a weight of 1.00, #35 was assigned a
weight of 0.67, and #36 was assigned a weight of 0. In the case where some webpages contained
a navigation section, a score for the availability of navigation section equaled 67. Meanwhile, the
present study calculated the total scores of other features that nested in the navigation subcharacteristics in the same way. These characteristics included indicator availability of the path to
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the current location, current location indicator availability, link to return last location availability,
long scroll unavailability, link text and tooltip accuracy, and navigation text and tooltip accuracy.
Since the total number of the evaluating features equaled seven, the present study assigned an
equal weight of 0.14 when summing up each feature’s total scores. This tallying finalized the score
for the navigation sub-characteristic.
Thirdly, functionality characteristic housing the navigation sub-characteristic contained
two additional sub-characteristics, which comprised search and domain-specific functionality. The
present study calculated the total scores for the other two sub-characteristics in the same manner.
When aggregating the total scores for the three sub-characteristics, the present study assigned an
equal weight of 0.33 to each. Consequently, this sum-up finalized the score for functionality
characteristic, which was a high-level characteristic.
Fourth, the scores for other high-level characteristics including usability, reliability, and
efficiency were calculated in the same way. When summing up the total scores of each high-level
characteristic, an equal weight of 0.25 was assigned. This tallying finalized the external quality
evaluation score for the website by one evaluator.
Two web domain expert evaluators worked simultaneously to generate two scores for the
external quality of a website. The final score reflected an average of the two.
Comparing to the total scores for each variable, each sub-characteristic, and each highlevel characteristic to those on a “perfect” website, the present study calculated the preference
values. Appendix E outlines the scores for a “perfect” website. For example, the first evaluator’s
score for understandability sub characteristic equaled 16.88 (see Table 4.2) while a perfect score
equaled 22.5, the preference value yielded 75.02%.
Table 4.1 demonstrates an example of calculating the aforementioned weighted scores for
evaluating the website of PhET. The calculation sometimes combined two or more variables to
yield one score, for the presence of any of the variables depicts the feature. For example, in
“Understandability”, “Availability of a table of content” and “Availability of indices” were
evaluated as two items receiving one score because typically a website does not necessarily
incorporate both at the same time. The inclusion of any of the features reflects a design preference;
thus, missing one does not refer to the feature absence (Olsina et al., 2001). Additionally, in
“Navigation”, “Unavailability of long vertical scroll” and “Unavailability of long horizontal scroll”
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received one score because either incorporation on a website demonstrates the impact to
functionality quality.
4.1.2

External Quality Evaluation Results

Table 4.6 demonstrates the final evaluation results for external quality of the websites for
physics simulations. Table 4.2, Table 4.3, Table 4.4, and Table 4.5 depict the evaluation results of
the high-level quality characteristics and the corresponding sub-characteristics. Previous studies
including Covella and Olsina (2002), Olsina and Rossi (1999), Olsina et al. (2006), Olsina et al.
(2008), and Olsina and Rossi (2002) highlighted the criterion of preference values indicating
external quality levels. A preference value greater than 80% (highlighted in green in Table 4.6)
reflects a satisfying external quality while a preference value which is between 60% and 80%
(highlighted in yellow in Table 4.6) depicts an acceptable external quality. Less than 60%
(highlighted in red in Table 4.6) represents that the websites are not in good external quality.
Therefore, the average of the external quality shows 68.93% preference, which reflected that the
websites for presenting physics computer simulations across a number of physics concepts were
in generally moderate external quality. Examining by the same criterion, the average usability and
functionality presented unsatisfying quality (51.35% and 51.21%). Notably, the learnability subcharacteristic with a relatively low preference value (30.26%) reflected that the design of the
websites for simulations failed to help the users learn how to use the websites. Table 4.3 shows
that the search function was missing among most of the websites (25% in average), which could
potentially hinder the findability of the simulations on the websites. The reliability of the websites
was moderate (78.95%). However, missing features across web browsers and unexpected browserindependent results were found in the evaluation, which result in a low preference value of 56.58%
(see Table 4.4). The overall efficiency of the websites for physics computer simulation were in
good quality as most websites present fast loading speed. An analysis of the evaluation results will
be presented in next chapter. The complete dataset of the evaluation result can be found at
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t5kI_KCAz6-2IJqSRh6YkvC3b2z1GjRQ/view?usp=sharing

Table 4.1 PhET website external quality scores
Charac.

Usability

Sub charac.

Attributes

Availability of a textbased purpose statement
of the entire website
(Q6.a)
Availability of a textbased purpose statement
of each
Understandability demonstration/simulation
section (Q6.b)
Availability of a site map
link (Q6.c)
Availability of a table of
content (Q6.d)
Availability of indices
(Q6.e-h)
Availability of a global
help for first-time user
(Q7.a)
Availability of specific
help for each
demonstration/simulation
Learnability
(Q7.b)
Availability of FAQ
(Q7.c)
Availability of "What's
new" (Q7.d)

wc1 wc2

Attributes
Weighted
wc1
wc2

100

100

25.00

25.00

100

100

25.00

25.00

0

0

0

0

100

0

25.00

0

0

0

0

0

100

100

16.67

16.67

100

100

16.67

16.67

0

0

0

0

Score

Sub. weighted
wc1

wc2

16.88

11.25

Charac.
weighted
wc1
wc2

Final
eq

17.84 17.56 17.70

11.25

11.25
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Table 4.1 continued

Operability

Interface &
Aesthetics

Availability of comments
form (Q7.e)
Availability of link to
contact the website
creator (Q7.f)
Demonstrations and
simulations are grouped
(Q8.a)
Links to the
demonstrations and
simulations are grouped
(Q8.b)
Links to the
demonstrations and
simulations are in same
format (Q8.c)
Links are stable (Q8.d)
Availability of navigation
function (Q8.e)
Availability of search
function (Q8.f)
Same webpage style
(Q8.g)
Same color scheme
(Q8.h)
Same font scheme (Q8.i)
Same mouse cursor
scheme (Q8.j)

0

0

0

0

100 100

16.67

16.67

100 100

20

20

100 100
100 100

20
20

20
20

100 100

20

20

100 100

20

20

100 100

20

20

100 100
100 100

20
20

20
20

0 100

0

20

22.50

22.50

15.75

20.25
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Table 4.1 continued

Misc.

Search
Functionality

Navigation

Appealing presentation
(Q9.a)
Plain presentation (Q9.b)
Awful presentation (Q9.c)
Availability of multilanguage support (Q10.a)
Availability of indicator
for last update time of the
website (Q10.b)
Availability of indicator
for last update time of
each
demonstration/simulation
(Q10.c)
Availability of global
search (Q11.a)
Availability of
conditional search
(Q11.b)
Accuracy of returned
search result (Q11.c)
Availability of navigation
section on every webpage
(Q13.a)
Availability of navigation
section on some
webpages (Q13.b)

0
0
100 100
0
0
100 100

0

10

10

50

50

0

0

0

100 100

50

50

100 100
0

0

50

50

7.14

7.14

5.00

5.00

30

30
21.79

17.14

21.21 21.50

19.29

100 100
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Table 4.1 continued
Unavailability of
navigation functionality
(Q13.c)
0
0
Indicator to show the
path to current page is
always shown (Q13.d)
0
0
Indicator to show the
path to current page is
sometimes shown
(Q13.e)
0 100
Indicator to show the
path to current page is
missing (Q13.f)
100
0
A label of current
location is always shown
(Q13.g)
0
0
A label of current
location is sometimes
shown (Q13.h)
100 100
A label of current
location is missing
(Q13.i)
0
0
A link to return to the last
page is always available
(Q13.j)
0
0
A link to return to the last
page is sometimes
available (Q13.k)
0
0

0

7.14

7.14

7.14

0

0
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Table 4.1 continued

Domain
specific

A link to return to the last
page is missing (Q13.l)
Unavailability of long
vertical scroll (Q14.a)
Unavailability of long
horizontal scroll (Q14.b)
Availability of accurate
link text (Q15.a)
Availability of link tooltip
(Q15.b)
Availability of accurate
navigation text (Q15.c)
Availability of navigation
tooltip (Q15.d)
Availability of text-based
explanation for all
demonstrations/simulations
(Q17.a)
Availability of text-based
explanation for some
demonstrations/simulations
(Q17.b)
Unavailability of textbased explanation (Q17.c)
Availability of image
thumbnail for all
demonstrations/simulations
(Q18.a)

100 100
100 100

14.29

14.29

100 100

14.29

14.29

100 100

14.29

14.29

11.11

11.11

100 100

0

0

0

0

40

11.11

35.56

11.11

100 100
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Table 4.1 continued
Availability of image
thumbnail for some
demonstrations/simulations
(Q18.b)
0
0
Unavailability of image
thumbnail (Q18.c)
0
0
High graphical quality
(Q19.a)
100 100
Medium graphical quality
(Q19.b)
0
0
Poor graphical quality
(Q19.c)
0
0
No graphical content
(Q19.d)
0
0
Availability of direct
interaction with graphics
for all (Q20.a)
100 100
Availability of direct
interaction with graphics
for some (Q20.b)
Availability of direct
interaction (Q20.c)
0
0
Availability of interaction
with controllers for all
(Q21.a)
100 100
Availability of interaction
with controllers for some
(Q21.b)

11.11

11.11

11.11

11.11

11.11

11.11
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Table 4.1 continued
Availability of interaction
with controllers (Q21.c)
Availability of both direct
interaction and interaction
with controllers for all
(Q22.a)
Availability of direct
interaction and interaction
with controllers for some
(Q22.b)
Availability of both direct
interaction and interaction
with controllers (Q22.c)
Accurate
demonstration/simulation
for all (Q22.a)
Accurate
demonstration/simulation
for some (Q22.c)
Accurate
demonstration/simulation
for none (Q22.e)
Relevant
demonstration/simulation
for all (Q22.b)
Relevant
demonstration/simulation
for some (Q22.d)

0

0

100

0

0

0

11.11

0

11.11

11.11

11.11

11.11

100 100
0

0

0

0

100 100
0

0
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Table 4.1 continued

Reliability

Efficiency

Relevant
demonstration/simulation
for none (Q22.f)
Overall visually appealing
demonstration/simulation
(Q23.a)
Overall visually plain
demonstration/simulation
(Q23.b)
Overall visually awful
demonstration/simulation
(Q23.c)
Overall no visual (Q23.d)
Unavailability of broken or
Links
invalid links (Q16.a)
Unavailability of spelling
Spellings
errors (Q16.b)
Unavailability of
unexpected results (Q16.c)
Features
Unavailability of missing
features cross web
browsers (Q16.d)
Unavailability of other
Others
errors (Q16.e)
Fast page loading (Q25.a)
Acceptable page loading
Performance
performance (Q25.b)
Slow page loading (Q25.c)

0

0

100 100
11.11

11.11

100 100

100

100

100 100

100

100

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0

100 100

50

50

100 100
100 100

100

100

100

100

0
0

0
0

25.00

25.00
21.88 21.88 21.88

25.00

25.00

12.50

12.50

25.00

25.00

100

100

25.00 25.00 25.00
86.50 85.65 86.08
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Table 4.2 Evaluation results for usability quality characteristics on websites for physics simulations
Charac.
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Sub characteristic Sub charac.

Sub
charac.

Website
Usability Understandability Learnability Operability
Physlet Physics 2ED
58.88%
75.02%
16.67%
80.00%
Physlet Physics 3ED
52.12%
75.02%
16.67%
80.00%
Open Source Physics
70.64%
75.02%
66.67%
90.00%
Physics Simulations
56.18%
62.51%
25.00%
60.00%
PhET
70.80%
62.51%
50.00%
100.00%
The Physics Aviary
67.00%
75.02%
41.67%
100.00%
Math, Physics, and Engineering
Applets
33.92%
37.51%
33.33%
60.00%
University Physics with Modern
Physics Companion Site
51.56%
87.51%
66.67%
60.00%
The Applet Collection
46.12%
75.02%
0.00%
60.00%
Apps on Physics
58.00%
50.00%
33.33%
60.00%
Flash Animations for Physics
54.64%
75.02%
33.33%
40.00%
Physics Applets (The University of
Oregon)
18.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
General Physics Animations 1
47.24%
0.00%
50.00%
80.00%
General Physics Animations 2
37.12%
25.02%
0.00%
60.00%
Interactive Physics and Math with
Java
36.88%
25.02%
16.67%
40.00%
Physics Flashlets
30.88%
50.00%
0.00%
40.00%
The Wolfram Demonstrations
Project
39.36%
0.00%
0.00%
80.00%
MIT Physics 8.02 TEAL
40.88%
25.02%
16.67%
70.00%
Visual Quantum Mechanics
36.20%
37.51%
33.33%
60.00%

Sub
charac.

Sub charac.
Interface &
Aesthetics
Misc.
90.00%
0.00%
60.00%
0.00%
50.00% 50.00%
80.00% 50.00%
80.00% 50.00%
70.00% 25.00%
20.00%

0.00%

15.00%
0.00%
70.00%
0.00%
70.00% 100.00%
50.00% 100.00%
80.00%
80.00%
80.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

60.00%
25.00%

50.00%
50.00%

95.00%
70.00%
30.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
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Table 4.2 continued
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

QuVis Quantum Mechanics
Visualization project
Virtual Physics Lab Demo
Amrita Virtual Labs
NTNUJAVA Virtual Physics
Laboratory
Amrita Online Labs
LEIFIphysik
Color Apps by Frances Ruiz and
Michael J. Ruiz
oPhysics
Molecular Workbench Physics
Showcase
Next Generation Molecular
Workbench
myPhysicsLab
GlowScript Demos
Molecular Expressions
the Physics Classroom - Physics
Interactives
PhysClips
Scratch Physics Simulations and
Animations
Physics Simulations and Artwork
eduMedia - Interactive simulations,
video
Gizmos
Average

47.24%
48.76%
76.24%

25.02%
50.00%
75.02%

50.00%
16.67%
66.67%

70.00%
60.00%
80.00%

65.00%
90.00%
95.00%

0.00%
0.00%
50.00%

82.64%
72.52%
74.64%

75.02%
75.02%
75.02%

100.00%
50.00%
66.67%

80.00%
80.00%
100.00%

90.00%
95.00%
90.00%

50.00%
50.00%
0.00%

29.24%
55.68%

0.00%
62.51%

0.00%
25.00%

40.00%
80.00%

90.00%
80.00%

0.00%
0.00%

39.00%

25.02%

33.33%

80.00%

35.00%

0.00%

48.76%
48.36%
27.52%
43.64%

25.02%
50.00%
50.00%
25.02%

16.67%
41.67%
0.00%
16.67%

80.00%
20.00%
40.00%
60.00%

95.00%
70.00%
10.00%
70.00%

0.00%
75.00%
50.00%
50.00%

64.52%
64.52%

75.02%
100.00%

16.67%
16.67%

100.00%
80.00%

95.00%
90.00%

0.00%
0.00%

46.24%
43.24%

0.00%
50.00%

33.33%
0.00%

60.00%
40.00%

90.00%
80.00%

50.00%
50.00%

63.52%
68.64%
51.35%

50.00%
75.02%
49.35%

50.00%
50.00%
30.26%

60.00%
80.00%
66.05%

100.00%
100.00%
71.18%

50.00%
0.00%
25.00%
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Table 4.3 Evaluation results for functionality quality characteristics on websites for physics simulations
Charac.
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Sub
charac.

Sub
charac.

Website
Functionality Search
Navigation
Physlet Physics 2ED
34.44%
0.00%
100.00%
Physlet Physics 3ED
58.16%
0.00%
100.00%
Open Source Physics
75.28% 100.00%
57.13%
Physics Simulations
30.78%
0.00%
28.57%
PhET
86.00% 100.00%
60.72%
The Physics Aviary
80.72% 100.00%
67.87%
Math, Physics, and Engineering Applets
41.32%
0.00%
14.30%
University Physics with Modern Physics Companion Site
55.36%
0.00%
85.72%
The Applet Collection
8.72%
0.00%
14.30%
Apps on Physics
35.96%
0.00%
28.57%
Flash Animations for Physics
30.20%
0.00%
14.30%
Physics Applets (The University of Oregon)
4.28%
0.00%
14.30%
General Physics Animations 1
43.00%
0.00%
64.30%
General Physics Animations 2
32.28%
0.00%
28.57%
Interactive Physics and Math with Java
17.32%
0.00%
42.87%
Physics Flashlets
34.24%
0.00%
50.00%
The Wolfram Demonstrations Project
74.20% 100.00%
53.58%
MIT Physics 8.02 TEAL
40.52%
0.00%
53.57%
Visual Quantum Mechanics
26.04%
0.00%
57.13%
QuVis Quantum Mechanics Visualization project
70.60% 100.00%
46.43%
Virtual Physics Lab Demo
43.40%
0.00%
92.85%
Amrita Virtual Labs
81.12% 100.00%
64.28%
NTNUJAVA Virtual Physics Laboratory
69.20% 100.00%
71.43%

Sub
charac.
Domainspecific
11.10%
70.38%
70.38%
55.55%
94.45%
78.70%
92.60%
74.08%
11.10%
68.51%
64.83%
0.00%
59.25%
59.25%
11.10%
48.15%
70.38%
61.11%
22.23%
66.68%
38.90%
79.63%
44.45%
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Table 4.3 continued
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Amrita Online Labs
LEIFIphysik
Color Apps by Frances Ruiz and Michael J. Ruiz
oPhysics
Molecular Workbench Physics Showcase
Next Generation Molecular Workbench
myPhysicsLab
GlowScript Demos
Molecular Expressions
the Physics Classroom - Physics Interactives
PhysClips
Scratch Physics Simulations and Animations
Physics Simulations and Artwork
eduMedia - Interactive simulations, video
Gizmos
Average

89.80%
81.72%
39.60%
58.48%
23.88%
46.04%
45.24%
38.20%
78.40%
88.16%
42.32%
62.28%
28.08%
64.96%
85.68%
51.21%

100.00%
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
100.00%
100.00%
0.00%
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
100.00%
34.21%

85.70%
78.57%
35.70%
71.43%
50.00%
57.13%
28.57%
28.57%
42.87%
100.00%
57.13%
28.57%
7.15%
85.70%
57.13%
53.29%

85.19%
70.38%
72.23%
92.59%
22.23%
72.23%
91.68%
74.08%
88.90%
70.38%
62.98%
59.25%
64.83%
98.15%
96.30%
62.48%
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Table 4.4 Evaluation results for reliability quality characteristics on websites for physics simulations

Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Website
Physlet Physics 2ED
Physlet Physics 3ED
Open Source Physics
Physics Simulations
PhET
The Physics Aviary
Math, Physics, and Engineering Applets
University Physics with Modern Physics Companion Site
The Applet Collection
Apps on Physics
Flash Animations for Physics
Physics Applets (The University of Oregon)
General Physics Animations 1
General Physics Animations 2
Interactive Physics and Math with Java
Physics Flashlets
The Wolfram Demonstrations Project
MIT Physics 8.02 TEAL
Visual Quantum Mechanics
QuVis Quantum Mechanics Visualization project
Virtual Physics Lab Demo
Amrita Virtual Labs
NTNUJAVA Virtual Physics Laboratory
Amrita Online Labs

Charac.
Reliability
50.00%
93.76%
87.52%
87.52%
87.52%
87.52%
68.76%
50.00%
50.00%
87.52%
62.52%
25.00%
100.00%
100.00%
50.00%
81.24%
62.52%
37.52%
37.52%
87.52%
81.24%
87.52%
75.00%
100.00%

Sub
Charac.
Links
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
100.00%
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
100.00%
100.00%
0.00%
100.00%
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

Sub
Charac.
Spellings
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

Sub
Charac.
Features
0.00%
75.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
100.00%
75.00%
50.00%
0.00%
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
100.00%
100.00%
0.00%
25.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
50.00%
25.00%
50.00%
0.00%
100.00%

Sub
Charac.
Others
0.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
50.00%
100.00%
50.00%
0.00%
50.00%
100.00%
0.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
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Table 4.4 continued
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

LEIFIphysik
Color Apps by Frances Ruiz and Michael J. Ruiz
oPhysics
Molecular Workbench Physics Showcase
Next Generation Molecular Workbench
myPhysicsLab
GlowScript Demos
Molecular Expressions
the Physics Classroom - Physics Interactives
PhysClips
Scratch Physics Simulations and Animations
Physics Simulations and Artwork
eduMedia - Interactive simulations, video
Gizmos
Average

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
75.00%
100.00%
75.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
87.52%
25.00%
100.00%
100.00%
78.95%

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
0.00%
100.00%
100.00%
78.95%

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
0.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
0.00%
100.00%
100.00%
94.74%

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
0.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
50.00%
0.00%
100.00%
100.00%
56.58%

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
50.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
82.89%
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Table 4.5 Evaluation results for efficiency quality characteristics on websites for physics simulations

Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Charac.
Website
Efficiency
Physlet Physics 2ED
100.00%
Physlet Physics 3ED
100.00%
Open Source Physics
100.00%
Physics Simulations
100.00%
PhET
100.00%
The Physics Aviary
100.00%
Math, Physics, and Engineering Applets
100.00%
University Physics with Modern Physics Companion Site 100.00%
The Applet Collection
100.00%
Apps on Physics
100.00%
Flash Animations for Physics
100.00%
Physics Applets (The University of Oregon)
100.00%
General Physics Animations 1
100.00%
General Physics Animations 2
100.00%
Interactive Physics and Math with Java
100.00%
Physics Flashlets
100.00%
The Wolfram Demonstrations Project
100.00%
MIT Physics 8.02 TEAL
100.00%
Visual Quantum Mechanics
100.00%
QuVis Quantum Mechanics Visualization project
100.00%
Virtual Physics Lab Demo
100.00%
Amrita Virtual Labs
0.00%
NTNUJAVA Virtual Physics Laboratory
75.00%
Amrita Online Labs
25.00%
LEIFIphysik
75.00%
Color Apps by Frances Ruiz and Michael J. Ruiz
100.00%
oPhysics
100.00%
Molecular Workbench Physics Showcase
100.00%
Next Generation Molecular Workbench
100.00%
myPhysicsLab
100.00%
GlowScript Demos
100.00%
Molecular Expressions
100.00%
the Physics Classroom - Physics Interactives
100.00%
PhysClips
100.00%
Scratch Physics Simulations and Animations
100.00%
Physics Simulations and Artwork
100.00%
eduMedia - Interactive simulations, video
100.00%
Gizmos
100.00%
Average
94.08%

Sub charac.
Performance
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
0.00%
75.00%
12.50%
75.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
93.75%
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Table 4.6 Final external quality evaluation results for the websites for physics simulations
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Website
Physlet Physics 2ED
Physlet Physics 3ED
Open Source Physics
Physics Simulations
PhET
The Physics Aviary
Math, Physics, and Engineering Applets
University Physics with Modern Physics Companion Site
The Applet Collection
Apps on Physics
Flash Animations for Physics
Physics Applets (The University of Oregon)
General Physics Animations 1
General Physics Animations 2
Interactive Physics and Math with Java
Physics Flashlets
The Wolfram Demonstrations Project
MIT Physics 8.02 TEAL
Visual Quantum Mechanics
QuVis Quantum Mechanics Visualization project
Virtual Physics Lab Demo
Amrita Virtual Labs
NTNUJAVA Virtual Physics Laboratory
Amrita Online Labs
LEIFIphysik
Color Apps by Frances Ruiz and Michael J. Ruiz
oPhysics
Molecular Workbench Physics Showcase
Next Generation Molecular Workbench
myPhysicsLab
GlowScript Demos
Molecular Expressions
the Physics Classroom - Physics Interactives
PhysClips
Scratch Physics Simulations and Animations
Physics Simulations and Artwork
eduMedia - Interactive simulations, video
Gizmos
Average

Total
60.83%
76.01%
82.79%
68.62%
86.08%
84.08%
61.00%
64.23%
51.21%
70.37%
63.52%
36.82%
72.56%
67.35%
51.04%
61.60%
69.02%
54.72%
49.93%
76.34%
68.35%
61.22%
75.46%
71.82%
82.84%
67.21%
78.54%
59.47%
73.70%
67.15%
66.43%
80.51%
88.16%
76.71%
74.01%
49.08%
82.12%
88.57%
68.93%
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4.2

Quality in Use Characteristics

The present study purposively selected six websites with different levels of external quality
for physics domain experts to evaluate the quality in use. Specifically, the present study planned
to select two websites with high external quality, two with acceptable external quality, and two
with unsatisfying external quality. However, it was found that the missing of the simulation content
resulted in the low external quality and the use of deprecated web development technologies
triggered the missing of the content. Practically, it was predictable that the evaluators would not
complete any task during the evaluation of quality in use on the low external quality websites as
they would not be able to see the content. Therefore, to evaluate quality in use of the websites for
physics simulations, the present study purposively selected three websites with satisfying external
quality and three with acceptable external quality. The present study invited five physics domain
expert evaluators to complete three tasks on the selected websites. Each task corresponded to
finding and operating the simulation for one physics topic on the website. The physics domain
expert evaluators were given the same physics topic that was available on the website.
4.2.1

Calculation of Quality in Use Characteristics

The high-level characteristics for evaluating quality in use include effectiveness,
productivity, and satisfaction. The effectiveness characteristic contains task completeness and task
effectiveness sub characteristics while the productivity characteristic contains the efficiency
related to task completeness and effectiveness. Similar to the calculation of the external quality
characteristics, each high-level characteristic was assigned an equal weight of 0.33 when
aggregating. The two sub characteristics in effectiveness and productive were assigned an equal
weight of 0.5, respectively. The scores of the task completeness and task effectiveness were given
based on the number of the completed task and the number of the effectively completed task.
The evaluation of satisfaction characteristic employed the adapted SUE with ten questions. Each
question provided five options as shown in Table 4.7. The questions with odd index numbers in
SUE reflected positive satisfaction attitude and the questions with even index numbers reflected
negative satisfaction attitude. The scores for options in a positive-attitude and a negative-attitude
question are listed in the last two columns in Table 4.7.
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Table 4.7 Satisfaction Characteristic Variables and Measurement
Variables
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
4.2.2

Positive attitude
100
75
50
25
0

Negative attitude
0
25
50
75
100

Quality in Use Evaluation Results

The present study selected six websites, including three with high and three with moderate
external quality, to invite five physics domain experts to evaluate their quality in use. As indicated
in Table 4.8, the overall average preference value equals 79.51%, which discerned a moderate
level of quality in use for the selected six websites. The present study portrayed the average
preference values for effectiveness, productivity, and satisfaction were 88.90% (satisfying), 75.01%
(moderate), and 73.67% (moderate), respectively. Two sub characteristics of the effectiveness
quality characteristic, which comprise task completeness and task effectiveness, presented a
satisfying quality level reflected by the preference values of 93.33% and 84.45%, respectively.
Two sub characteristics of the productivity quality characteristic depicted efficiency related to task
completeness and efficiency related to task effectiveness. However, they revealed a moderate level
of quality by the preference values of 79.32% and 72.63%, respectively. The overall average
satisfaction level for the selected six websites undercovers a moderate level of quality with a
preference level of 73.67%.
Table 4.8 Preference values for quality in use characteristics (in percentage)
External
Quality
Level
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium

56.23

Sub
Char.
Efficiency
-TC
74.50

Sub
Char.
Efficiency
-TE
37.91

73.33

85.33

77.87

93.33

86.67

67.36

90.01

93.33

86.67

96.67

100.00

83.35
88.90

Char.
Website

PhET
The Physics
Aviary
The Physics
Classroom
Physics
Simulations
Apps on
Physics
My Physics
Lab
Average

Sub Char.

Sub Char.

93.34

Task
Completeness
100.00

Task
Effectiveness
86.67

80.02

86.67

90.01

Effectiveness

Char.

Satisfaction

Total

79.51

76.35

92.75

64.51

76.60

68.68

66.01

79.00

78.78

85.03

87.11

82.92

69.52

81.50

93.33

89.89

84.18

95.60

77.50

88.02

86.67

80.00

72.07

83.58

60.56

72.01

75.80

93.33

84.45

75.01

79.32

72.63

73.67

79.51

Productivity
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4.3

Summary

This chapter reported the data analysis method including the calculation of the preference
values for the external quality characteristics and the quality in use characteristics. The preference
values indicated the quality levels of each characteristic. The calculation recursively used the
Logic Scoring of Preference method that provided in Web-QEM model. For each of the external
quality and quality in use, this chapter also reported the evaluation results indicated by the
preference values. The next chapter will conclude the evaluation results and pointed out the issues
in order to provide best-practice principles for making improvement.
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CHAPTER 5.

CONCLUSION

This chapter first synthesizes the evaluation results of the non-educational quality levels of
the websites for physics demonstrations and computer simulations. This section will illustrate the
evaluation results of each characteristic of external quality and quality in use, identified and
calculated previous chapters. The conclusion provides insight into the present study’s second
research question, which indicates the level of non-educational quality the websites and web
applications for physics demonstrations and computer simulations display. By summarizing the
quality levels and pointing out the quality issues from a web design perspective, this chapter
subsequently postulates 35 best-practice principles for constructing and improving such websites
for physics to answer the third research question. Meanwhile, the principles would also apply to
those websites for demonstrating physical experiments and simulating phenomenon in other
similar scientific disciplines.

5.1

Non-educational Quality Levels

This section reports the evaluation results of the non-educational quality levels of the
websites for physics demonstrations and computer simulations by analyzing the preference values
and demonstrating the examples of each high-level quality characteristic and the corresponding
sub characteristics. For each quality characteristic, the examples include the websites that present
both satisfying and unacceptable preference values during the evaluation. Therefore, such an
analysis, which acknowledges the availability of certain features and identifies missing features,
reveals the quality issues.
Among the 38 websites for physics computer simulations, eight websites perform at a
satisfying level of external quality. 30 websites reflect a moderate external quality and eight
websites present unsatisfying external quality. The average preference value of the 38 websites,
68.93%, indicates an overall moderate external quality. The website “Gizmos” received the highest
overall preference value of 88.57% and the website “Physics Applets”, which the University of
Oregon created, scored the lowest 36.82%. One may argue that the websites demonstrated high
level of external quality because large research teams designed and developed them. For example,
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a research team at University of Colorado programmed the famous “PhET”. However, a physics
teacher authored the website “The Physics Aviary” based on individual interests and the website
presents a satisfying level of external quality with substantial characteristics. This finding affirms
that assuring the non-educational quality of the websites without dedicated quality control
personnel is viable when the professional and amateur website creators fulfill the quality
requirements of usability, functionality, reliability, and efficiency that reflected in the evaluation.
The following sections analyze and illustrate how the websites in the evaluation fulfill these quality
requirements in further detail.
5.1.1

Usability Quality Level

The overall usability of the websites for physics computer simulations shows an
unsatisfying quality level as the average preference value equals 51.35%. This finding reflects that
the websites’ users possibly experience difficulties understanding, learning to use, and operating
the websites due to the lack of necessary features and inappropriately designed interface.
5.1.1.1 Understandability Quality
The average preference value of the understandability characteristic equals 49.35%, which
represents an even lower quality level than the overall usability. While only one website
“PhysClips” was equipped with most features for helping the users to understand the website (see
Figure 5.1), including the global purpose statement of the website, the purpose statement of each
section of the website, table or indices of the website’s content, and a sitemap which shows the
hierarchical structure of the entire website, many websites lacked one or more of these features
while five websites even failed to incorporate any of the above features. While using these five
websites, the users would spend additional efforts to speculate the purpose that the websites serve,
the content that the websites provide, and the websites’ structure. This extra time and effort could
lead to heightened user frustration to the point they cannot even use the website.
5.1.1.2 Learnability Quality
The average preference value of 30.26% for the learnability characteristic reveals a low
level of the effort the websites made for helping the users to learn to use the websites. Similarly,
only one website “NTNUJAVA Virtual Physics Laboratory” provided most helping features,
including the global help for the first-time user or Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ), the specific
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Figure 5.1 Global purpose statement, indices, and sitemap on the website “PhysClips”
(http://www.animations.physics.unsw.edu.au/)
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help for each simulation, the indicator showing the new content, the feedback form, and the contact
of the website creator for assistance. A global help to teach the users to navigate the website and
access the content, which is in the format of paragraphs of text, floating walkthrough, carousel
images, or short embedded video, is commonly integrated into the modern websites. However,
only a few websites for physics demonstrations and computer simulations can provide the simplest
text-based global help, comparing to other formats. Noticeably, the website “GlowScript” provides
a help link on its main page (see Figure 5.2). However, the link directs the users to a webpage
which introduces the programming language that GlowScript uses for making the simulations,
instead of a well-integrated webpage showing how to use the GlowScript website. In fact,
GlowScript enables the users to input programming codes on the webpage so that the users can
view the change of the simulation in real-time. But the website lacks a help section to identify this
feature to the users. Moreover, the so-called help webpage provided by GlowScript utilizes a
completely different design template. Thus, the inconsistent style and color scheme could make
the first-time users more confused (see Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.2 The website GlowScript provides a help link on the top right corner
(http://www.glowscript.org/)
5.1.1.3 Operability Quality
The average preference value of the operability characteristic equals 66.05% to reflect a
moderate quality level. The majority of the websites organize the demonstration and simulation
content or the hyperlinks to the content in groups based on the corresponding physics topics.
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Particularly, mechanics, fluids, thermal dynamics, electricity and magnetism, oscillation, and
modern physics, etc. The hyperlinks on the websites normally in the same color and typeface style
always work without unexpected clicking results. However, the unavailability of the navigation
and search function impacts the websites’ operability quality considerably. The users may find the
desired demonstrations and simulations after scrolling through the entire content list. The users
may experience trouble switching among the demonstrations and simulations or the groups
of them without a navigation function. Missing the search function causes the users to browse
through every demonstrations and simulations to find what they want, which could intensify the
workload of using the website.

Figure 5.3 The webpage from clicking the help link on GlowScript
(http://www.glowscript.org/docs/VPythonDocs/index.html)
5.1.1.4 Interface & Aesthetics Quality
The quality characteristic of interface and aesthetics displays a preference value of 70.10%
for the websites for physics demonstrations and simulations, which undercovers that these websites
contain a moderate level of aesthetics quality on average. A high-quality website interface should
present general uniformity of the webpage style and the schemes of colors, typefaces, and mouse
cursors. Specifically, a website with high aesthetics quality applies an identical layout and color
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scheme to every webpage. What needs to emphasize is that a lack of designed layout or a selected
color scheme did not compromise the uniformity. It only resulted in a poor visual presentation in
the evaluation (see Figure 5.4). A high-quality website interface should also apply the same
scheme of typeface including style, size, and color to various text-based contents, such as headings,
links, and normal texts. The uniformity of mouse cursor facilitates the users to identify the
interactive content on the website by knowing the clickable and grabbable graphical elements or
the selectable text content, according to the appearance of the mouse cursor. Therefore, the
moderate level of quality in interface suggests that the websites for physics simulations generally
lacks the uniformity of the design elements mentioned above.

Figure 5.4 The website “Flash Animations for Physics”
(https://faraday.physics.utoronto.ca/GeneralInterest/Harrison/Flash/)
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Additionally, from the perspective of one of the web domain expert evaluators, an awardwinning web designer, none of the websites for physics demonstrations and simulations in the
evaluation was considered visually appealing while 28 simulation websites out of 38 were
considered as having plain visual representation. From the perspective of another web domain
expert evaluator, a professional web developer, the presentation of nine simulations websites
demonstrated visual appeal while 19 illustrated a plain design. Both web domain expert evaluators
identified ten websites for physics simulations as depicting poor visual representation.
5.1.1.5 Miscellaneous Quality Characteristics
The overall preference value of 25.00% for the miscellaneous quality characteristics,
including the multilingual support and the indicators for the update time of the website as well as
of the individual demonstration and simulation, reveals a lack of quality. Only nine out of 38
websites for physics simulations support two or more foreign languages other than English. 12
websites out of 38 indicated either the last update time of the entire website or the last update time
of the individual demonstration and simulation content. The other 26 websites failed to post the
information about the websites being updated. Since they failed to provide the modification
indicators, this raises the question as to whether the websites undergo active maintenance.
5.1.2 Functionality Quality Level
The overall functionality of the websites for physics computer simulations shows an
unsatisfying quality level as the average preference level stands 51.21%. This finding reflects the
websites possibly failed to meet the requirements of providing the general functionalities including
the search function, the consistent navigation function, and the indicators for facilitating the
navigation. The websites also possibly failed to meet the requirements of providing domainspecific functionalities including the text explanation, image thumbnail, high-quality graphics,
direct and indirect interactions for the simulation content. Although the simulation content is
usually found accurate and relevant while, the content lacked visual appeal.
5.1.2.1 General Functionality Quality
The general functionality comprises the search, the navigation, and the navigational
indicators. The search functionality should incorporate either a global search or a scoped search
for the content on the website and should return correct search results. A navigation section should
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integrate links to each section on the website in the format of dropdown or expandable menus to
facilitate the users to navigate between sections. The navigational indicators, including labels and
hyperlinks for showing the path from the front page to the current page, labels for titling the current
page, and the hyperlink to enable the user to return to the last visited page, also enhance the user
experience. The availability of the search, the navigation, and the navigational indicators prevents
incessant scrolling on the website and decreases the workload when locating desired information.

Figure 5.5 Navigational section on “PhET” website
(https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulations/category/physics/electricity-magnets-and-circuits)
The general functionality quality of the websites for physics simulations present an
unsatisfying level, indicated by the overall average preference value of 34.21%. Specifically, only
13 out of 38 websites for physics simulations employed the search function. And only one website
“The Physics Aviary” integrated the conditional search where the uses can search for keywords
within certain physics topics. However, all of the 13 websites can return the correct search results.
Only 18 websites our of 38 designed a navigation section. However, only 11 out of the 18 websites
properly designed the navigation section to enable this function on all webpages. Additionally,
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some website, for instance, “PhET” indeed provide a consistent navigation feature, but the
organization of the items on the website appears confusing (see Figure 5.5). If the user clicks any
concept under “Physics”, both the deprecated Java version and the updated HTML5 version of the
simulations appear together. Notably, the Java version simulations failed to function. If the user
clicks “HTML5”, the simulations displayed alphabetically only, instead of being grouped by
physics concepts.
The navigational indicators were not always available for the websites for physics
simulations. While most websites (34 out of 38) labelled the title of each webpage, only 11
websites show a full path indicator from the front page by either highlighting the items on the
expandable menu or by the design of the breadcrumb trail (see Figure 5.6). The full path indicator
tracks user navigation from the front page of the website to the current page. Because of the
availability of such a full path, these websites also enable the users to return to the last accessed
page after clicking on the highlighted menu item or the item on the breadcrumb trail.

Figure 5.6 The breadcrumb trail on the website “The Physics Classroom”
(http://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-Interactives/Momentum-and-Collisions/EggDrop/Egg-Drop-Interactive)
The present study also found the texts on the links and navigational items encompassed the
navigation menu and navigational indicators, appeared accurate.
5.1.2.2 Domain-specific Functionality Quality
The domain-specific functionality concerns the actual physics demonstration and
simulation content that the websites present to the users and enable the users to interact with. The
preference value of 62.48% depicts that the quality of the domain-specific functionality of the
websites for physics simulation reveals a moderate level.
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In the evaluation, the websites normally provide a number of demonstrations and
simulations. For each individual simulation, the present study unveils 35 out of 38 websites
supplied the text-based instruction to explain the simulation while 22 out of 38 provide static
preview images. Only two websites failed to incorporate either a text explanation or an image
preview. Among the 35 websites that supplied the text-based instruction for using the simulation,
29 websites mixed the purpose statement of each simulation with the explanation while only two
websites contained a separately labelled purpose section.
One of the most important aspects of the physics computer simulations is the graphical
representation. The present study illuminates the graphical representation of the simulations
mainly utilizes 2D graphics to represent the physical objects in the simulations. The present study
only found one website “GlowScript” which implemented 3D graphics to discern physics
phenomena. The evaluation reflected an overall moderate quality, as 10 out of 38 websites
demonstrated high quality graphics and 18 depicted moderate quality. While some websites apply
2D graphics to display the simulation, they tended to mimic some of the physical objects with 3D
effects in the same simulation scene, for example, a 3D box or a 3D button, applying the techniques
including adding the shades and perspective. Consequently, while other objects in the simulation
scene appear 2D, for instance, a 2D wavy line representing a spring, attaching it to a box with 3D
effects actually compromise the consistency of the representation. Therefore, mixing 2D and
mimicked 3D graphical elements, using awkward colors, and incorporating realistic images with
computer generated graphics usually result in diminished quality level of the graphical
representation in the evaluation. The graphical representation on eight websites were invisible to
the users due to the use of deprecated web development technologies including Java and
Shockwave. Hence, the graphics lost the web browser support or remained blocked by the web
browser.
The other important aspect of the physics computer simulations is user interaction. The
present study investigates the means of the interaction the websites in the evaluation employ as
rich. 17 out of 38 websites allowed the users to interact with the graphical elements directly where
the users can use the mouse to grab and move the simulated physical objects. 28 websites enabled
the users to adjust the parameters by interacting with the web elements such as clickable buttons,
radio buttons, text boxes, and sliders. These elements, called indirect interaction elements,
permitted the users to view the simulation with various configuration. 12 websites utilized both
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the direct interaction and the indirect interaction to enrich the user experience for operating the
physics simulations.
The present study found the overall appearance of the physics simulations that integrating
the graphical representation and the user interaction (the appearance of the indirect interaction
elements and their appearance) represent a moderate quality. The web domain expert evaluators
identified five websites which provided visually appealing simulations and 23 websites which
supplied visually plain simulations. Noticeably, the simulations on five websites revealed an
overall visually plain simulations although the evaluators consider them to illustrate high quality
of graphical representation. The rating resulted from the fact such simulations placed the indirect
interaction elements in the simulation scene awkwardly or they failed to incorporate stylish the
interaction elements.
5.1.3

Reliability Quality Level

The preference value of 78.95% reflects the overall high-quality level of the reliability of
the websites for physics simulations, although the present study discovered broken and invalid
links, spelling errors, unexpected results, and the browser compatibility issues. First, the web
domain expert evaluators discovered eight websites contained broken and invalid links, which led
the users to a “HTTP 404 Not Found” page error. Secondly, the evaluators also indicated that two
websites contain spelling errors, for example, the text on the reset button displayed as “rest”. The
unexpected results were typically found within the simulations. Particularly, when the users
entered the full-screen mode in the simulations on the website “PhET”, no clear readily apparent
mechanism allowed the users to exit the full-screen simulation and return to the previous page.
The website only allowed the users to click the “Back” button on the web browser to exit, which
typifies unexpected and an uncommon web practice. The website “Flash Animations for Physics”
exemplified inferior quality when the indirect interaction elements remained unresponsive to
clicking. Thirdly, the websites which incorporated with the deprecated web development
technologies including Java, Flash, and Shockwave mostly caused users to encounter browser
compatibility issues. Additionally, some websites which contain video simulations disallowed the
users to view the video within the web browser. Specifically, the websites “MIT Physics 8.02
TEAL” and “Physics Simulation and Artwork” make the users download the videos, which also
raised the possibility of being incompatible across web browsers and platforms.
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5.1.4

Efficiency Quality Level

The websites in the evaluation mostly exhibit high quality efficiency as the present study
discovered only four websites with slow loading speed. Markedly, these four websites are hosted
overseas in Europe and Asia.
5.1.5

Level of Quality in Use

The present study found no significant correlation between the level of the external quality
and the level of quality in use. However, the present study unmasked the difference in the
complexity between the selected websites with high and moderate levels of external quality. The
three websites with high-level external quality provide more modules and functions than the three
with moderate-level external quality. For example, the website “PhET” enabled both Java and
HTML5 versions of the simulations for the users without providing a clear navigation as
aforementioned. The website “The Physics Aviary” provided tutorial and homework modules for
helping the users review algebra-based physics. Meanwhile, the website “The Physics Classroom”
also integrated with other modules including tutorials, formulas, concept explanations, and
resources for the teachers. However, the websites “Physics Simulations” and “Apps on Physics”
focused on providing the physics computer simulations only with simpler website hierarchy and
layout, which possibly decreased the time the physics domain expert evaluators took to speculate
the means to access the simulations and navigate on the websites, although these two websites lack
of key features for assuring the external quality such as search and navigation.

5.2

Best-practice Principles

Based on the evaluation result presented in the last section, this section suggests 35 bestpractice principles for creating high-quality new websites for physics demonstrations and
computer simulations, as well as improving the existing ones. In order to answer the third research
question, this section summarizes the principles from the perspectives of usability, general
functionality, domain-specific functionality, reliability, and efficiency. This section will use the
phrase “the website” to refer to a website for physics demonstrations and computer simulations.
For improving the usability of the websites for physics demonstrations and simulations,
the website creators should pay attention to improving the understandability, the learnability, the
operability, the interface design, and a few other aspects. Specifically:
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1. The website creator should design the layout of the webpages first. The layout should
have at least three vertical sections, including the header, the footer, and the main
section. An optional sidebar section is welcome.
2. The website should maintain the position of the three sections across all webpages.
3. The website should clarify the general global purpose it serves in one paragraph
utilizing large and clear typeface and place the synopsis in the main section on the home
page conspicuously.
4. The website should provide a table or an index of the content beneath the global
purpose statement on the home page. The table or index of the content can only
comprise the highest level of physics topics. Therefore, the users can gain a content
overview on the home page without exerting additional effort. The items on the table
and the index should be clickable. The table of content can be designed as an
expandable menu and placed on the sidebar if provided.
5. The website should provide a mechanism for helping the first-time users to learn to use
the website. Although simple, the text-based description paragraphs will take space on
the home page. Therefore, a floating walkthrough, carousel images, or short embedded
video are better choices for illustrating the process of how the website should be used.
If the text-based help is necessary, it should be placed on another webpage and the link
to the webpage should be located in the footer.
6. The website should show the newly added content on the home page.
7. The website should organize the demonstration and simulation content in groups based
on the physics topics. An additional reorganization function by added time or
alphabetic is welcome. The website should present each group on one webpage, instead
of placing all group on one page.
8. On the webpage of each group, one sentence or one paragraph should clarify the
purpose of the content in this group serves. The website should utilize the same
typeface and place it in the main section of the webpage.
9. The website should create a sitemap and place the link to the sitemap in the footer.
10. The website should incorporate a link to the FAQ page in the footer and a webpage for
displaying the frequently asked questions.
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11. The website should contain a link to the feedback form in the footer which leads to a
webpage for the users to fill out the form.
12. The website should integrate a link in the footer to enable the users to contact the
website creator. The link can be an email link which directs the users to their email
client or social media links.
13. The website should also apply same scheme of colors, typefaces, and mouse cursors.
The background color of the webpages should be consistent and light colors are
recommended. The typeface should be easy to read. The minimum size of the typeface
should be 16 pixels as the size of 16 px equals to the size of 12 points on the printed
document. Hovering the mouse cursor on any clickable should change the mouse cursor
to the shape of a hand with the index finger pointing upward, which is called “pointer”
in CSS. Hovering the mouse cursor on any grabble objects in the simulation scene
should change the cursor to the shape of a hand with five fingers pointing upward,
which is called “grab” in CSS. While grabbing the objects, the mouse cursor should
also be changed to the shape of a fist, which is called “grabbing” in CSS. Mouse cursor
in the shape of I-beam should only be used when the hovering text is selectable and
mouse cursor in the shape of “+” (called crosshair in CSS) should only be used for
indicating selection on a bitmap image.
14. The website should provide the information of last update time of the entire website in
the footer.
15. The website does not necessarily provide multilingual support. However, if it does
intend to engage the users who speak other language, counting on the tools such as
Google Translate is not a good choice. The website should provide various versions in
different languages dedicatedly on the backend.
For improving the general functionality of the websites for physics demonstrations and
simulations, the website creators should enable a search function, a consistent navigation function,
and navigational indicators on the website. Specifically,
16. The website should create the search function to direct the users to find certain
demonstration and simulation content. The search function should return accurate
result. The search function should be located on the top part of every webpage.
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17. The website should place a navigation menu in the header or in the side bar. It continues
to be recommended to design the navigation menu to a drop-down hierarchical list. As
the navigation menu is available consistently on every webpage, the users can quickly
switch between groups or simulations.
18. On each webpage for the group of the simulations or each webpage for individual
demonstration/simulation content, a breadcrumb trail as a navigational aid should be
placed on the top half of the webpage (typically at the top of the main section). A
breadcrumb trail tracks the path from the home page to the current page and every item
on the trail is clickable to allow further navigation. A label which identifies the title of
the current group or the title of the current demonstration/simulation should be placed
beneath the breadcrumb trail.
19. The website should prevent long scrolling on any webpage. Dividing the content into
manageable webpages and using expandable sections continues to be recommended.
For improving the domain-specific functionality of the websites for physics demonstrations
and simulations, the website creators should pay attention to the explanation of operating the
simulation, the graphical representation, the interaction, and the necessary help. Specifically,
20. The website should provide the text-based explanation for each demonstration and
simulation. Not only should the explanation introduce the purpose it serves and the
physics concept it covers, but also instruct the users to operate the simulation with steps
and possible examples.
21. The websites should provide a static image to preview the simulation content.
22. The website should provide an indicator of the last update time of each simulation.
23. The website should consistently use one of the following strategies for the graphical
representation: 2D graphics only or applying techniques to mimic 3D effects on the 2D
graphics.
24. The video simulation should be embedded to the webpage instead of downloadable.
25. The use of assorted colors and typefaces in the simulations scene should be minimum
and purposefully.
26. The simulation scene should not contain realistic images such as photos.
27. The website should enable both the direct and indirect interaction simultaneously as
much as possible.
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28. The indirect interaction elements should be located within or outside the simulation
scene. The distance between the elements should be moderate. The elements should be
styled by using CSS if they comprise a standard HTML element. The text on the
elements should be easy to read.
29. The website should provide individual help for each simulation.
30. The website creator should test each demonstration and simulation with other physics
experts to verify the accuracy of the content.
31. The simulations should be tested thoroughly to guarantee each clickable and grabbable
element responds accurately.
For improving the reliability and efficiency of the websites for physics demonstrations and
simulations, the website creators should enable pay attention to the following:
32. The website should not contain broken and invalid links. The website should be
maintained regularly to check the functionality of all links including internal links to
other sections and external links to other websites.
33. The website text should be grammatically corrected and no contain spelling errors.
34. The features the website provides should be compatible with different web browsers
and be responsive to screens of different sizes. The interactive simulations should be
only developed by using modern technologies including HTML5 Canvas animation,
SVG animation, CSS animation, and WebGL. And they should be tested in different
web browsers including Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Safari, and Microsoft Edge.
The existing content developed by the deprecated technologies including Java, Flash,
and Shockwave should be removed and updated immediately.
35. The website creator should test the response time and consider increasing the
bandwidth of the server if slow loading speed from worldwide.

5.3

Summary

This chapter first concluded the evaluation results of the quality levels of the websites for
physics demonstrations and computer simulations in order to answer the second research question
of the present study. The websites and web applications for physics demonstrations and computer
simulations display a moderate level of non-educational quality. From perspective of the web
design, this chapter also pointed out the quality issues by illustrating the evaluation results of each
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characteristic of external quality and quality in use. Thirdly, this chapter suggested 35 best-practice
principles for designing and improving such websites for physics in order to answer the third
research question.
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CHAPTER 6.

DISCUSSION

This chapter will discuss the implication of the present study from the perspectives of the
research and the practice based on the major findings discovered and concluded in the previous
chapters, followed by the areas of the future research. The implication of the research will
deliberate the potential model subjectivity of Web-QEM that occurred while evaluating the
external quality of the websites for physics demonstrations and computer simulations, as well as
the possible means of avoiding it. The implication of research will also discuss the future
evaluation of the physics websites with additional complex modules following the same or similar
quantitative procedure that Web-QEM model provides. Continuing to evaluate the level of quality
in use of the other websites in the collection and increasing the sample size of the real user
evaluators (physics domain expert) would enable researchers to examine the potential correlation
between the level of quality in use and the level of the external quality. Further, an automated tool
could be useful and time-saving for the future evaluation but would need meticulous design to be
able to accurately observe the features.
For practice, the present study may imply that a lack of dedicated funding and job
responsibility allocated for designing the website in a research project that implements online tools
for physics might lead to short of manpower and expertise. The lack of these physics website
creators’ acknowledgement on the value and process of web design might also cause the neglect
and unavailability of the essential functional technical features, which could affect the noneducational quality, including external quality and quality in use, of the websites for physics
demonstrations and computer simulations. To improve the quality level the websites creators may
follow the best-practice principles provided by the present study as a checklist to ensure the
availability of the essential website features. Moreover, the websites creators might also get more
involved into the open source community although it might need more technical effort than making
and maintaining websites.
The areas of imminent research include increasing the validity of the evaluation of the
quality in use of the websites for physics demonstrations and computer simulation by including
more student who are learning the physics concepts as the real user, in additional to increase the
sample size of the physics experts. From the perspective of practice, a “template” websites and a
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boilerplate source code might be useful for the website creators better understand and apply the
best-practice principles suggested by the present study.

6.1

Implication of Research

The researchers should be aware of the potential subjectivity by the evaluators involved in
the website evaluation models. The present study observed the potential subjectivity of the WebQEM model that impacted the evaluation of the external quality level of websites for physics
demonstrations and computer simulations in several ways. First, the evaluation of the external
quality depends on the web design and development expert evaluators’ judgement, as an automated
software tool is not readily available. An evaluator’s judgement reflects his or her web design
expertise, in terms of familiarity with the website elements and consistent accuracy during manual
feature observation. High familiarity with the web design and website elements may reinforce
evaluators’ ability to accurately identify a feature, even it is not obvious on the website or
intertwined with other features – counterintuitively, this may result in highly experienced web
designers to rating sites more highly than less experienced individuals. The carefulness may
diminish especially when the evaluators conduct the evaluation of a large number of features and
websites, or due to loss of focus (“coding fatigue”). Mistaken observation could directly impact
the accuracy of the evaluation result. Two evaluators simultaneously working together might be
an effective way to offset the impact of coding fatigue. Involving more than two evaluators might
be an effective solution if one of the two evaluators lack sufficient web design and development
expertise.
Rating the features associated with no absolutes in terms of being good or bad, for instance,
the features related to the aesthetic design could also involve subjectivity to some extent. Assuming
two evaluators have the same level of expertise and carefulness, verifying the existence of most of
the features should have a high level of consistency, as evaluators can objectively determine
whether a given feature exists, or does not exist. There is no “grey area” in which a feature both
does and does not exist. However, a few variables out of the 88, for example, variable #24, #25,
and #26, might be determined with different opinions between the evaluators. One might determine
#24 (visual appeal) is available while the other marks the interface being just plain. Such variables
also include #63 to #65 and #82 to #84. In fact, it is not easy to quantitatively determine the level
of the websites’ overall visual appeal and the graphical quality of the simulation content in terms
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of being high, medium, and low in such a design domain while they relate to each evaluator’s
individual perception and design experience. For instance, during the evaluation in the present
study, two expert web evaluators disagreed on determining the level of visual appeal of the overall
website and the simulation on nine out of 38 websites. The present study averaged the scores to
solve this disagreement. Moreover, a quantitative determination on some factors in the design
domain might be of research interests. For instance, the determination of the graphical quality
might be broken down to a few quantitatively measurable sub factors, including the resolution of
the graphical content, the sharpness, the capability of zooming, etc. The break down might be able
to lower the degree of subjectivity on the graphical quality evaluation. However, there might
always be some subjectivity to the evaluation process because elements such as aesthetics (visual
appeal) cannot necessarily be measured quantitatively. Quantitative measurement on the aesthetic
aspects could oversimplify the problem and might reduce aesthetic design to a mechanical process.
The present study utilized the Logic Scoring of Preference provided by Web-QEM model
to calculate the preference values. Olsina et al. (2006), Olsina et al. (2008), and Olsina and Rossi
(2002) did not include specific instructions for using the power parameter r to indicate the
conjunction of the sub characteristic. Neither does the model provide an adequate explanation of
how to determine the attributes and features are connected conjunctively. Therefore, the present
study set the value of r to one, which made the LSP a linear additive scoring model.
Web-QEM model was proposed two decades ago and has been applied to website
evaluation since that time. While it remained sufficient for evaluating the websites in the present
study by including the essential features necessary for the online physics demonstrations and
computer simulations, it might be inadequate if the websites employ more modules or more
complex features, such as social networking or intra-website messaging. In recent years, based on
a newer version of the ISO quality model, Lew, Abbasi, Rafique, Wang, and Olsina (2012) and
Olsina, Lew, Dieser, and Rivera (2012) updated the evaluation model in order to adapt with the
new quality characteristics, including sense of community and communicability, in order to
improve the validity and accuracy of the evaluation on both external quality and quality in use.
Therefore, when evaluating websites with more complex modules, the selection of the evaluation
model should be reconsidered.
Olsina et al. (2006), Olsina et al. (2008), and Olsina & Rossi (2002) mentioned that
automated online tools have been adopted for evaluating the website quality. However, such tools
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were not available for the present study’s use during the evaluation. According to the figures which
showed the screenshot of using this automated tool in Olsina et al. (2006) and Olsina et al. (2008),
the tools were deployed and accessed on a local area network so that they were not generally
available for other researchers than their authors. Hence the present study chose to complete the
evaluation mostly by the evaluators’ human observation and manual calculation. Nevertheless the
present study recognizes and acknowledges the necessity of an automated tool to conduct the
evaluation in a more time-saving manner while doubt remains. The doubt mainly focuses on the
design of this automated tool for its adaptation to the varying feature observation requirements
while evaluating different types of websites, which remains unknown.
The research approach adopted in the present study could be generalized to other scientific
disciplines including astronomy, chemistry, and biology. These subjects also involve physical
experiment, and more importantly, the scientific phenomena that are either hard to observe and
investigate in the physical world. It is predictable that web-based computer simulations could have
been developed and applied in these areas as well as the empirical studies on the educational
quality, which is quite similar to the physics domain. Therefore, a similar non-educational website
quality evaluation for, for example, chemistry or astronomy simulation, seem feasible. In fact, the
state-of-the-art review conducted by the present study discovered a few websites for online
astronomy simulation so that a website evaluation would make much sense.

6.2

Implication for Practice

The literature retrieved in the state-or-the-art review part in the present study examined
websites and online tools for physics education and they showed varying level of educational
quality. The present study examined the level of non-educational external quality and uncovered
an average moderate level. However, quite a few websites in the evaluation lacked essential
website features to maintain the quality. This finding implied that the users might have difficulties
or take additional effort to be able to understand and operate these websites and to view the content
(demonstrations and simulations) that they provide. The present study pointed out this issue and
provided corresponding suggestions so that the creators could improve their websites to facilitate
their users to use. The improvement might also retain the current users and attract more users, for
example, students born in digital who have experienced numerous exquisitely and meticulously
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designed websites, so that the demonstration and simulation content provided by these websites
could contribute more to help people learn physics knowledge.
Lacking essential website features may be due to a lack of the dedicated funding for
designers and/or an understanding of the value of use of good design principles, especially likely
in academic projects in which both the PI and funders are focused primarily on educational content.
Moreover, the teams or individuals who created the product might not have a good sense of the
process of making an educational software or web product. Following a typical design process, a
design analysis from the perspective of the website audience’s needs would be conducted before
the product goes to the development phase or integrated into a rapid-prototyping model. However,
it might be not uncommon in academia that people want to see a "quick-and-dirty" product first
then consider (or not) the design to add more components (or not). But moving from a "quick-anddirty" minimal viable product to a solid and well-designed product indeed requires expertise,
professional web design and development manpower, and good financial motivation.
Moreover, a research and development team in academia usually maybe not able to afford
multiple roles of web design and development. Developing a website does not only require
knowledge of programing languages, but also a knowledge of design aspects including information
architecture, general website functionalities, and usability, as well as the high-level development
aspects including technical stacks, coding styles (more like a requirement other than a preference),
reliability, scalability, and so on. In industry, the design team normally has a user experience expert
or works with user experience experts to decide the next iteration with the product manager. The
product manager delivers the development needs to the backend and frontend development teams.
Product manager reporting to the executive, design team conducting design review, and
development team reviewing the code for every commit, assure the quality of the website. And
within this triangle of product manager, design, and development, the team might be able to hire
the best and they are paid (or underpaid) evaluated by performance indicators. However, in an
academic project, this might not happen often. Also, the expertise level of, for example, developer
in an academic team, may also be lower than a professional developer.
A professionally made web product is responsible for the users. If the quality is
unacceptable it maybe loses the market soon. However, academically developed product maybe
pays more attention on examining the educational quality. It might be possible that a research team
can always recruit human subjects to use the website and obtain educational empirical results for
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publication, even if no real users would use the website. In this circumstance, focusing on noneducational quality seems not necessary, although problems caused by a lack of features which
compromise the non-educational quality may emerge when the real users want to use the site.
To improve the quality level of the existing websites examined in the present study or
assure the website quality of the newly created ones in the future, the suggested 35 best-practice
principles could be used as checklist because these principles serve as “minimum essential
coverage”. The website creators could also use the principles as a manual so that they can start to
design the website by deciding the layout. It would be not uncommon that website creators disagree
with some of the principles. However, the websites may have the equally good quality as long as
they design the alternatives properly.
The websites for physics simulation contain interactive domain-specific content. They may
struggle with unexpected development difficulties. The project PhET has made a good example to
embrace the open source community in order to improve the accuracy of the content. Especially
for those research projects that lack funding for high web development expertise, the open source
community could benefit them considerably from the contributions made by developers worldwide.
One of the authors of the website GlowScript, Dr. Bruce Sherwood, actively commits code on
GitHub and communicates with the collaborators within the open source community. Hence it
would also be possible that a website creator may not realize an issue until it is spotted by a
collaborator. Collaboration in the open source community includes raising issues or sending pull
request that could be less intrusive than emailing the website creator and pointing out some issue.
The collaboration between the physics experts and web designers and developers in the open
source community might also create an atmosphere of open communication. Notably, opensourcing the development part in a research project and managing the contributions of a
multidisciplinary team would require additional expertise in subversion control in software
development.

6.3

Areas of Future Research and Practice

The future research could contain the areas including:
1. A future evaluation research for assessing the quality of the websites and web
applications that employ additional more modules or more complex features. In this
case, the selection of the evaluation model should be reconsidered as aforementioned.
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2. The present study only purposively selected six websites and five physics domain
expert evaluators for evaluating these websites’ quality in use. The limited sample size
of both the websites and the evaluators might have hidden a correlation between the
external quality level and the level of quality in use. A future study, as a continuation
of the present study, will evaluate the quality in use of the other 32 websites out of 38
for physics demonstrations and computer simulations while including more physics
domain experts. Including a larger number of sites would allow researchers to
investigate the correlation between the external quality level and the level of quality in
use.
3. A future state-of-the-art literature review study could be conducted to examine the
websites for demonstrations and computer simulations in other scientific disciplines so
that it would enrich their knowledge base by presenting a comprehensive updated
collection of educational resource.
4. Because students and K-12 physics teachers could be groups of the target users of most
simulation websites (another group include the physics professors and teachers who
use the websites as the resource to help with teaching), a future study can involve
physics students or K-12 physics teachers as user evaluators of the websites for physics
demonstration and simulations in order to evaluate the quality in use. It would be of
interest to compare ratings made by physics educators and students.
5. To better convey and distribute the best-practice principles provided by the present
study, a “template” website could be designed and developed strictly following the
principles. Therefore, this template website doesn’t only illustrate the principles
graphically, it also benefits the future website creators by providing an example and
the boilerplate programming code.
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APPENDIX A. JOURNALS, CONFERENCE, AND DATABASES

Name
American Journal of Physics
Physics Education
European Journal of Physics
European Journal of Physics Education
The Physics Teacher
Physics Review ST – Physics Education Research
Physics Education Research Conference
IEEE Xplore
ACM Digital Library
Computer & Education
Educational Technology Research and Development
Interactive Learning Environments
International Journal of Science Education
Journal of Computer Assisted Learning
Journal of Educational Technology
Journal of Interactive Learning Research
Journal of Research in Science Teaching
Journal of Science Education and Technology
Total

Number
58
19
9
10
16
3
27
1
1
1
3
1
4
7
12
172

APPENDIX B. WEBSITES FOR PHYSICS DEMONSTRATIONS AND COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

#

Name

Purpose

Coverage

Accessibility

Type

1

Physlet Physics 2ED

Curricula

List

Open

Simulation

2

Physlet Physics 3ED

Curricula

List

Open

Simulation

3

Open Source Physics

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

4

Physics Simulations

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

5

Virtual Physics Labs

Curricula

List

License

Simulation;
Tutoring

Content Type
Text;
Interactive
Animation
Text;
Interactive
Animation
Text;
Interactive
Animation
Text;
Interactive
Animation
Text; Video;
Interactive
Animation

6

First Person Physics

Curricula

List

License

Simulation;
Tutoring

Text; Video;
Interactive
Animation

7

Physics for Scientists
& Engineers

Curricula

List

License

Simulation;
Tutoring

Text; Video;
Interactive
Animation

Content
Technology

Interactivity

Java Applet

Medium

HTML5
Canvas
Animation
HTML5
Canvas
Animation
HTML5
Canvas
Animation
Java Applet
HTML5
Canvas
Animation;
HTML5
Video; Unity
3D
HTML5
Canvas
Animation;
HTML5
Video; Unity
3D

Medium
High
Medium
High

High

High
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8

Principles of Physics

Curricula

List

License

Simulation;
Tutoring

Text; Video;
Interactive
Animation

HTML5
Canvas
Animation;
HTML5
Video; Unity
3D

9

Creating Interactive
Web Simulations
Using HTML5 and
JavaScript

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

Text;
Interactive
Animation

HTML5
Canvas
Animation

Simulation

Text;
Interactive
Animation

10

PhET

Curricula

List

Open

11

The Physics Aviary

Lab

List

Open

Simulation

Text;
Interactive
Animation

12

Math, Physics, and
Engineering Applets

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

Text;
Interactive
Animation

13

University Physics
with Modern Physics
Companion Site

Curricula

List

Open

Simulation

14

The Applet
Collection

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

Text; Video;
Interactive
Animation
Text;
Interactive
Animation

HTML5
Canvas
Animation;
Java Applet
HTML5
Canvas
Animation
Java Applet
converted
HTML5
Canvas
Animation

High

Medium

High

High

High

Java Applet;
Flash

Medium

Java Applet

High
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Java Applets on
Physics
15

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

Apps on Physics
16

Flash Animations
for Physics

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

17

Physics Applets
(The University of
Oregon)

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

18

General Physics
Animations

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

19

General Physics
Animations

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

20

Interactive Physics
and Math With Java

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

21

Physics Flashlets

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

22

Interactive Physics

Curricula

List

Purchase

Simulation

23

Computational
Physics Applets

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

Text;
Interactive
Animation
Text;
Interactive
Animation
Text;
Interactive
Animation
Text;
Interactive
Animation
Text;
Interactive
Animation
Text;
Interactive
Animation
Text; Video;
Interactive
Animation
Text;
Interactive
Animation
Text; Source
code

Java Applet

Unknown

HTML5
Canvas
Animation

High

Flash

High

Java Applet

High

HTML5
Canvas
Animation
HTML5
Canvas
Animation

High
High

Java Applet

Unknown

Flash;
HTML5
Canvas
Animation
(few)

Medium

Flash

High

HTML; C;
Java; Fortran

Unknown
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24

The Wolfram
Demonstrations
Project

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

25

MIT Physics 8.02
TEAL

Curricula

List

Open

Simulation

26

Physics 3220
Quantum
Animations

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

Text;
Interactive
Animation
Text; Video;
Interactive
Animation

Wolfram

Medium

Video; Java
Applet

Medium

Text; Drawing;
Source code

HTML;
MATLAB

Unknown

Simulation

Text;
Downloadable
PDF;
Interactive
Animation

HTML;
Shockwave

Basic

HTML5
Canvas
Animation;
Flash

Medium

27

Visual Quantum
Mechanics

28

QuVis Quantum
Mechanics
Visualization project

Lab

List

Open

Simulation

Text;
Interactive
Animation

29

Problem Roulette

Curricula

List

Login

Tutoring

Text; Image;
Drawing

PHP

Basic

30

The OpenRelativity
project

Interest

Single

Open

Game

Game

Unity

High

31

Virtual Physics Lab
Demo

Open

Simulation;
Demonstrati
on

Text; Video;
Interactive
Animation
Text; Image;
Video;
Interactive
Animation
Text; Image;
Interactive
Animation

Shockwave

Medium

Flash

High

Flash

Medium

Lab

Lab

List

List

Open

32

Amrita Virtual Labs

Lab

List

Free Signup

Simulation;
Demonstrati
on; Tutoring

33

IWVL

Lab

List

No

Simulation
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34

NTNUJAVA Virtual
Physics Laboratory

Lab

List

Open

35

Algodoo

Interest

List

Open

36

Ubiquitous-Physics

Lab

Single

No

37
38
39

40
41

Amrita Online Labs
Convex Lens
Experiment
Quantum
Reflections - Highquality animations in
atomic physics
A Browser-Based
No-Fuss Gravitation
Simulator
Crack the Circuit

Simulation
Simulation;
Authorizatio
n
Simulation;
Tutoring

Text;
Interactive
Animation

Java Applet

Medium

Downloadable

Various

High

Android-Java

Basic

HTML;
Flash

Medium

WebGL

High

N/A

Basic

Text; Image;
Note-taking
Text; Image;
Video;
Interactive
Animation
Interactive
Animation

Lab

List

Free Sign-up

Simulation;
Demonstrati
on; Tutoring

Lab

Single

No

Simulation

Interest

Single

Open

Simulation

Text; Image;
Video
Interactive
Animation

Interest

Single

Open

Simulation

Interest

Single

Open

Game
Information
Aggregation
;
Simulation;
Tutoring

42

LEIFIphysik

Curricula

List

Open

43

Color Apps by
Frances Ruiz and
Michael J. Ruiz

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

44

oPhysics

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

Text; Image;
Drawing;
Interactive
Animation

HTML;
HTML5
Canvas
Animation

Text; Video;
Interactive
Image
Text;
Interactive
Image

HTML5
Canvas
Animation
HTML5
Canvas
Animation

High
High
High

Medium
High
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Game

HTML5
Canvas
Animation
WebGL

45

StudentResearcher

46

FlipItPhysics
(originally
smartPhysics)

Interest
Curricula

Single
List

Login
Paid Enroll

Game
Information
Aggregation
;
Simulation;
Tutoring

Game

Unity3D

High

Text; Image;
Drawing;
Video;
Animation

Unknown

Medium

HTML5
Canvas
Animation
(Previously
Flash)

High

47

UniverScale

Interest

Single

Open

Simulation

Text;
Interactive
Animation

48

The University of
Manchester's
Nuclear Reactor
Simulator

Interest

Single

Open

Simulation

Interactive
Animation

WebGL

High

Flash

High

Flash; SVG

High

Unknown

Basic

Java Applet

High

49
50
51
52

NanoScaling
The Fuzzy
Chronicles by
SURGE
Getsmart
Molecular
Workbench Physics
Showcase

Interest

Single

No

Simulation

Text;
Interactive
Animation

Curricula

List

Open

Game

Game;
Download

Curricula

List

No

Tutoring

Curricula

List

Open

Simulation

Curricula

List

Open

Simulation

54

Physics Playground

Interest

List

Login

55

MERLOT

Interest

List

Open

Game
Information
Aggregation

Game

SVG
Animation;
HTML5
Canvas
Animation
Unity3D

Unknown

Text; Image

HTML

Basic

Interactive
Animation

High
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53

Next Generation
Molecular
Workbench

Text; Image
Text;
Interactive
Animation

56

SolarSail

Interest

Single

Open

Simulation

57

myPhysicsLab

Lab

List

Open

Simulation

58

GlowScript Demos

Curricula

List

Open

Simulation;
Authorizatio
n

59

HyperPhysics

Curricula

List

Open

Tutoring

60

Molecular
Expressions

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

61

cK-12 Physics
Simulations

Curricula

List

Open

Simulation;
Tutoring

62

The Open Door
Website

Interest

List

Open

Tutoring

63

Andes Physics Tutor

Curricula

List

Open

Tutoring

64

Tutorials in Physics
Sense-Making

Curricula

List

Open

Tutoring

Curricula

List

Open

Simulation;
Tutoring

Curricula

List

Open

Tutoring

65
66

the Physics
Classroom - Physics
Interactives
Active-Based
Physics Tutorials
(ABP Tutorials)

Interactive
Animation
Text;
Interactive
Animation
Source code;
Interactive
Animation
Text; Image;
Drawing
Text;
Interactive
Animation
Text; Video;
Interactive
Animation
Text; Image
Text; Image;
Drawing;
Interactive
Animation
Text;
Downloadable
PDF
Text; Video;
Interactive
Animation
Text;
Downloadable
PDF

Silverlight

High

HTML5
Canvas
Animation

High

WebGL

High

HTML

Basic

HTML5
Canvas
Animation

Medium

CSS3
Animation

Medium

HTML

Basic

SVG

Basic

HTML

Basic

HTML

High

HTML

Basic
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67
68
69
70

71

Elevator
Particle Accelerator
Mass spectrometer
Airbags: Too Fast,
Too Furious?
Gassen
Kernchemie en fysica (Nuclear
Chemistry &
Physics)
Customizable
Computer Coaches
for Physics Online

Simulation;
Tutoring
Simulation;
Tutoring

Text;
Interactive
Animation
Text; Image;
Video
Text; Image;
Video

Open

Simulation;
Tutoring

Text; Image;
Video

HTML

Basic

List

Open

Tutoring

Text; Image

Flash

Basic

HTML

Basic

HTML5
Canvas
Animation

Medium

HTML5
Canvas
Animation

Medium

Flash

Medium

Video

Basic

HTML5
Canvas
Animation

Medium

Interest

Single

Open

Curricula

List

Open

Curricula

List

Open

Curricula

List

Interest

Simulation

72

PhysClips

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

73

Interference
Simulator

Interest

Single

Open

Simulation

74

75
76
77

SimBucket
Scratch Physics
Simulations and
Animations
Physics Simulations
and Artwork
eduMedia Interactive
simulations, video

Interest

List

Open

Simulation;
Demonstrati
on

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

Interest

List

Open

Simulation

Text; Video;
Image
Text;
Interactive
Animation
Text; Image;
Video;
Interactive
Animation
Text;
Interactive
Animation
Text; Image;
Video
Text; Video;
Interactive
Animation

HTML5
Canvas
Animation

High

HTML

Basic

HTML

Basic
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78

Gizmos

Curricula

List

Open

Simulation

Text;
Interactive
Animation

79

Real World Physics
Problems

Interest

List

Open

Tutoring

Text; Image

HTML

Basic

80

PIRA 200

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

Joomla

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image;
Video

Drupal

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

HTML

Basic

Curricula

Unknown

No

Demonstrati
on

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image;
Video

WordPress

Basic

Curricula

Unknown

No

Demonstrati
on

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image;
Drawing

Drupal

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

PHP

Basic

81
82

83

84

85

86

87

High

124

Physics Instructional
Resource Team
(ASU)
Physics lecture
demonstrations at
Boston University
Brown University
Department of
Physics Lecture
Demonstrations
Physics
Demonstrations at
Cal Poly Pomona
Clemson University
Department of
Physics and
Astronomy LectureDemonstration
Facility
Harvard Natural
Sciences Lecture
Demonstrations
Physics
Demonstrations at
Idaho State
University

HTML5
Canvas
Animation

88

89
90
91

92

93

94

95

96

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image;
DVD

HTML

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image;
Video

PHP

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image;
Drawing

PHP

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image;
Video

HTML

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

Drupal

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image;
Video

HTML

Basic

Curricula

Unknown

No

Demonstrati
on

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image;
Video

ASP

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

Joomla

Basic

125

Johns Hopkins
University Physics
Lecture
Demonstration
Resources
MIT Department of
Physics Technical
Services Group
Montana State
University Demo
Room
North Carolina State
University Physics
Demonstrations
University of
Colorado Lecture
Demonstration
Laboratory
University of Florida
Physics Department
Demonstration Page
University of Illinois
at UrbanaChampaign Physics
Lecture
Demonstrations
University of Iowa
Physics and
Astronomy Lecture
Demonstrations
University of
Maryland Physics
Lecture-

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

ASP

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

HTML

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Downloadable
Document

Drupal

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

MoinMoin
(Python)

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Video

WordPress

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

HTML

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

HTML

Basic

126

Demonstration
Facility
University of
Michigan Physics
Demonstration
Home Page
University of
Minnesota Physics
Lecture
Demonstrations
University of
Nebraska-Lincoln,
Physics and
Astronomy Lecture
Demonstration
Catalogs
University of
Wisconsin Physics
Lecture
Demonstrations
Washington State
University
Department of
Physics and
Astrontromy Lecture
Demonstrations
University of
Vermont Physics
Department Antique
Demonstrations and
Apparatus
Instruments for
Natural Philosophy,

104
105
106

Thomas Greenslade,
Kenyon College
The Little Shop of
Physics
The Video
Encyclopedia of
Physics
Demonstrations
Physics Curriculum
& Instruction

Unknown Unknown

No

Demonstrati
on

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown Unknown

No

Information
aggregation

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Curricula

Unknown

No

Text; Video

Unknown

Unknown

Interest

List

Open

Text; Video

HTML

Basic

Text; Tape

Unknown

No

TV Show

WordPress

Basic

Text; DVD

Unknown

No

Text; Video

Flash

Basic

Text; Image;
Downloadable
Video

Real Video

Basic

107

Wonders of Physics

108

The Kinetic
Karnival of Jearl
Walker

109

Steve Spangler’s
Science

Interest

List

Open

110

Demonstrations in
Acoustics

Interest

List

Open

Curricula

List

Open

Curricula

List

Open

111

112

The Physics Video
Demonstration
Database (Cornell
University)
WFU Physics
Demonstration
Videos

Unknown Unknown

No

Information
aggregation
Demonstrati
on;
Information
aggregation
Information
aggregation
Demonstrati
on;
Information
aggregation
Demonstrati
on;
Information
aggregation
Demonstrati
on;
Information
aggregation
Demonstrati
on

127

113

114
115

116

117

118

119
120
121

Engineering and
Physics Video
Demonstrations
(Colorado State
University)
Alfred Leitner’s Old
Physics Stories
Physics
Demonstration Lab
Tel Aviv University
Purdue University
Department of
Physics and
Astronomy: Demos
Dartmouth Physics
and Astronomy Lecture/Demo
Topics
Demonstration
Database (Delft
University of
Technology)
Physics Lecture
Demonstrations
(Harvey Mudd
College)
Indiana University
Demo Reservation
List of Lecture
Demonstration ISU
Physics and
Astronomy

Interest

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Video

HTML

Basic

Interest

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Video

HTML;
Flash

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

HTML

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

HTML

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

PHP; Python;
Perl

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

HTML; PDF

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image;
Video

WordPress

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image;
Video

PHP

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

HTML

Basic

128

122

123

124

125
126
127

128

129

Lecture
Demonstration List
(Michigan State)
Michigan
Technological
University Physics
LectureDemonstration
Facility
Demonstration List
by Outline Topic
Physics
Demonstrations
(Simon Fraser
University)
Lecture
Demonstration
Manual (UCLA)
Equipment Demos
(UC San Diego)
Physics
Demonstrations
(University of
Guelph)
Lecture
Demonstration
Manual (University
of Melbourne)
Physics Lecture
Demonstration
(University of North
Texas)

Curricula

Unknown

No

Demonstrati
on

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

HTML

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

Java

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

Drupal

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

PHP

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text

PHP

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

PHP

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

HTML

Basic

129

130

131

132

133

134
135
136
137
138
139

Physics Lecture
Demonstrations at
the University of
Texas, Austin
Lecture
Demonstrations
Laboratory
(University of
Virginia)
Lecture
Demonstrations
(University of
Washington)
Demonstration
Equipment
Catalogue
(University of
Waterloo)
Demonstration List
(Virginia Tech)
WFU Physics
Lecture
Demonstrations
Physics Demos
(Wesleyan
University)
WVU Lecture
Demonstrations
Yale Physics Labs
Lecture
Demonstrations
APlusPhysics

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

HTML

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

ASP

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text

ASP

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

Drupal

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

PHP

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

HTML

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

WordPress

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Video

Google Sites

Basic

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image

ASP

Basic

Curricula
; Interest

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Video

PHP

Basic

130

Curricula
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PALE - Pathway
Active Learning
Environment
Virtual Mechanics
Experiments

Curricula

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Video

Flex

Basic

Lab

List

Open

Demonstrati
on

Text; Image;
Video

PHP

Basic

131

132

APPENDIX C. WEBSITES FOR EVALUATING EXTERNAL QUALITY

Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Name
Physlet Physics 2ED
Physlet Physics 3ED
Open Source Physics
Physics Simulations
PhET
The Physics Aviary
Math, Physics, and Engineering Applets
University Physics with Modern Physics Companion Site
The Applet Collection
Apps on Physics
Flash Animations for Physics
Physics Applets (The University of Oregon)
General Physics Animations
General Physics Animations
Interactive Physics and Math With Java
Physics Flashlets
The Wolfram Demonstrations Project
MIT Physics 8.02 TEAL
Visual Quantum Mechanics
QuVis Quantum Mechanics Visualization project
Virtual Physics Lab Demo
Amrita Virtual Labs
NTNUJAVA Virtual Physics Laboratory
Amrita Online Labs
LEIFIphysik
Color Apps by Frances Ruiz and Michael J. Ruiz
oPhysics
Molecular Workbench Physics Showcase
Next Generation Molecular Workbench
myPhysicsLab
GlowScript Demos
Molecular Expressions
the Physics Classroom - Physics Interactives
PhysClips
Scratch Physics Simulations and Animations
Physics Simulations and Artwork
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37
38

eduMedia - Interactive simulations, video
Gizmos
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APPENDIX D. QUESTIONNARE FOR THE EVALUATION

Evaluation on a website for physics demonstrations / computer simulations questionnaire
Part I
•
•
•

Evaluator: Physics Domain Expert #1
Evaluating website: the Physics Classroom (http://www.physicsclassroom.com/PhysicsInteractives)
Evaluator background (circle or mark one):

web designer/developer
•
•

physics professor

physics teacher

TA for a physics course

Evaluation context: instructional computer lab at Purdue University
Evaluation web browser (circle one): Chrome
IE Firefox
Other

In this part of the questionnaire, you will be answering 30 questions regarding the external quality
and quality in use of the evaluating website. Please answer the question only after completing the
tasks.
1. What would be the purpose of this website?
a. To demonstrate physical physics experiment (apparatus and/or procedure)
b. To present physics computer simulations which simulate experiments and phenomenon
c. To tutor website users to learn physics concept(s)
d. a and b
e. b and c
f. a, b and c
g. I don’t know
2. Which of the followings best match the scenario you were in?
a. I was able to quickly understand the use the website.
b. I was able to understand the use the website after exploration and thinking.
c. I had difficulties to understand how to use the website.
3. Which of the followings best match the scenario you were in?
a. I was able to quickly learn how to use the website and to start the tasks.
b. I was able to learn how to use the website and to start the tasks after exploration and
thinking.
c. I had difficulties to learn how to use the website.
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4. Which of the followings best match the scenario you were in?
a. I found the functionalities provided by the website are working well.
b. I found the functionalities provided by the website are somehow problematic.
c. I found the functionalities provided by the website are very problematic.
5. Which of the followings best match the scenario you were in?
a. Overall, the demonstration/simulation content on the website is in high quality.
b. Overall, the graphical quality of the demonstration/simulation on the website is in high
quality but the interaction controls are awful.
c. Overall, the graphical quality of the demonstration/simulation on the website is awful but
the interaction controls is in high quality
d. Overall, I had difficulties to access the demonstration/simulation content.
6. What of the following organization scheme were used in this website to help you understand
how to use the website? (check all that apply)
a. Text-based purpose statement of the entire website
b. Text-based purpose statement of each section
c. A link called “Site Map” (in which you can see the entire structure of the website)
d. A table of content
e. Indices by subject
f. Indices by alphabetical
g. Indices by time (chronological)
h. Indices by someway
i. Other. Please specify:
j. None
7. What of the following features were provided to help you learn to use the website? (check all
that apply)
a. A global “walk-through” help for first-time user (text, image, video, or interactive
animation)
b. A specific help for each demonstration/simulation (text, image, video, or interactive
animation)
c. FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions)
d. What’s new
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e. Comments and suggestion form to fill out
f. Contact of the website creator
g. Other. Please specify:
h. None
8. What of the following descriptions best match the website? (circle all that apply)
a. Demonstrations and Simulations are grouped by concept topics
b. Links to the demonstration/simulation are grouped
c. Links to the demonstrations/simulations are in the same format (color and font size)
d. Links on the websites are stable so that they always bring you to where you wanted
e. Navigation function are available on all webpages that you accessed
f. Search function (if provided) are available on all webpages that you accessed
g. Webpages that you accessed used the same style
h. Webpages that you accessed used the same color scheme
i. Webpages that you accessed used the same font-size scheme
j. The website used same mouse cursor style scheme (regular pointer cursor and hand
cursor for clickable)
9. What of the following descriptions best match the scenario you were in?
a. I feel the entire website’s presentation visually appealing
b. I feel the entire website’s presentation plain but comfortable enough
c. I feel the entire website’s presentation visually awful
d. Other. Please specify
10. What of the following are provided by the website? (circle all that apply)
a. Multi-language support
b. An indicator (text, image, etc.) for the last update time for the entire website
c. An indicator (text, image, etc.) for the last update time for each demonstration/simulation
d. An indicator (text, image, etc.) for the suggested resolution of computer screen
11. What of the following are provided by the website? (circle all that apply)
a. A global search function (a search box)
b. A search function (a search box) with customizable search conditions so that you can
search within a scope
c. The search function returned what I searched correctly
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12. Websites are a group of the webpages that are connected in some way. So, what of the
following are provided by the website to help you navigate? (circle all that apply)
a. A navigational section (menu bar, drop-down menus, etc) where you can go to the
concept sub-section directly
b. An indicator on a webpage to show the path from the main page to the page you are on
c. A label of your current location on the website
d. A link that you can click to return to the last page without clicking the Back button on the
browser
13. What of the following best match the scenario of you using the website?
a. The navigation section is always shown on every webpage
b. The navigation section is always shown only on some webpages
c. No navigation function
d. The indicator to show the path from the main page to the current page is always shown
e. The indicator to show the path from the main page to the current page is sometimes
shown
f. The indicator to show the path from the main page to the current page is always missing
g. The label of your current location on the website is always shown
h. The label of your current location on the website is sometimes shown
i. The label of your current location on the website is always missing
j. A link that you can click to return to the last page is always available
k. A link that you can click to return to the last page is sometimes available
l. A link that you can click to return to the last page is always missing
14. What of the following best describe the scenario you were in?
a. I needed to scroll vertically a lot to navigate
b. I needed to scroll horizontally a lot to navigate
c. I needed to click the items on the navigation section to navigate
15. What of the following best describe the links and navigations on the website? (circle all that
apply)
a. The text description on the link is accurate
b. When use the mouse hover to the link, there is a pop-up tooltip to describe the link
c. The text description on the navigation item is accurate
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d. When use the mouse hover to the navigation item, there is a pop-up tooltip to describe the
navigation item
e. None of a and b
f. None of c and d
16. What of the following best describe the scenario you were in? (circle all that apply)
a. I found broken or invalid link(s) that can lead me to an error page or an unintended page
on the website (including all pages you were on)
b. I found spelling error(s) on the website (including all pages you were on)
c. I found unexpected results
d. I found missing features in different web browsers
e. I found other errors. Please specify:
17. For the demonstration/simulation content in all three tasks, what of the following best
describe them?
a. Text-based description to explain the demonstration/simulation were available for all
b. Text-based description to explain the demonstration/simulation were available to for
some
c. No text-based description to explain
18. For the demonstration/simulation content in all three tasks, what of the following best
describe them?
a. Image thumbnail to preview the content were available for all
b. Image thumbnail to preview the content were available for some
c. No image thumbnail to preview the content
19. For the demonstration/simulation content in all three tasks, what of the following best
describe them?
a. Graphical quality is high
b. Graphical quality is not very good
c. Graphical quality is poor
d. No graphical content available
20. For the demonstration/simulation content in all three tasks, what of the following best
describe them?
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a. Interaction directly with the graphical content were available for all tasks (e.g. grabbing a
graphical object)
b. Interaction directly with the graphical content were available for some tasks
c. No direct interaction with the graphical content
21. For the demonstration/simulation content in all three tasks, what of the following best
describe them?
a. Interaction with the controllers inside or outside the graphical content (input textbox,
radio button, slider, … etc.) were available for all tasks
b. Interaction with the controllers inside or outside the graphical content were available for
some tasks
c. No interaction with the controllers inside or outside the graphical content
22. For the demonstration/simulation content in all three tasks, what of the following best
describe them?
a. Interaction directly with the graphical content AND the controllers were available for all
tasks
b. Interaction directly with the graphical content AND the controllers were available for
some tasks
c. Interaction directly with the graphical content AND the controllers were not available
simultaneously
23. For the demonstration/simulation content in all three tasks, what of the following best
describe them? (circle all that apply)
a. The demonstration/simulation were accurate for all tasks
b. The demonstration/simulation were relevant to the topics for all tasks
c. The demonstration/simulation were problematic/having bugs for some tasks
d. The demonstration/simulation were irrelevant for some tasks
e. The demonstration/simulation were problematic/having bugs for all tasks
f. The demonstration/simulation were irrelevant for some tasks
24. For the demonstration/simulation content in all three tasks, what of the following best
describe them?
a. Overall, the demonstration/simulation were visually appealing
b. Overall, the demonstration/simulation were visually plain
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c. Overall, the demonstration/simulation were visually awful
d. Overall, the demonstration/simulation were not visible
25. For accessing the website, what of the following best describe the scenario you were in?
a. Overall, the webpages were loading fast
b. Overall, the webpages were loading a bit slow, but it was acceptable
c. Overall, the webpages were loading very slow.
26. How many tasks were you able to finish?
a. 0
b. 1
c. 2
d. 3
27. How many tasks were you able to finish successfully? In other words, how many tasks do
you think are effective demonstration/simulation so that you can use personally or in a course
demonstration without modifying the demonstration/simulation?
a. 0
b. 1
c. 2
d. 3
28. If your answers for question 26 and 27 don’t align, would you please explain briefly? If they
align then skip this question.

29. For the tasks you finished for approximately how long did it take for each? Please specify
such as “Task 1: 5 minutes, Task 2: 3 minutes, …etc.”

30. For the tasks you finished and you thought the demonstration/simulation in the task is
effective, for approximately how long did it take for each?
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Part II Satisfaction Evaluation
Please circle one answer for each question.
1. I think that I would like to use this website frequently.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
2. I found the website unnecessarily complex
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
3. I thought the website was easy to use
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this website
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
5. I found the various functions in this website were well integrated
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this website
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this website very quickly
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
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d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
8. I found the website very cumbersome to use
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
9. I felt very confident using the website
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this website
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree

APPENDIX E. PERFECT SCORES FOR EVALUATING EXTERNAL QUALITY CHARACTERISCS
FOR ONE WEBSITE

Characteristic

Sub characteristic

Understandability

Usability

Learnability

Operability

Attributes (features)
Availability of a text-based purpose
statement of the entire website
(Q6.a)
Availability of a text-based purpose
statement of each
demonstration/simulation section
(Q6.b)
Availability of a site map link
(Q6.c)
Availability of a table of content
(Q6.d)
Availability of indices (Q6.e-h)
Availability of a global help for
first-time user (Q7.a)
Availability of specific help for
each demonstration/simulation
(Q7.b)
Availability of FAQ (Q7.c)
Availability of "What's new"
(Q7.d)
Availability of comments form
(Q7.e)
Availability of link to contact the
website creator (Q7.f)
Demonstrations and simulations are
grouped (Q8.a)

Score
wc1 wc2

Attributes
weighted
wc1
wc2

100

100

25.00

25.00

100

100

25.00

25.00

100

100

25.00

25.00

100

100

25.00

25.00

100

100

16.67

16.67

100
100

100
100

16.67
16.67

16.67
16.67

100

100

16.67

16.67

100

100

16.67

16.67

100

100

16.67

16.67

100

100

20

20

Sub charac.
weighted
wc1
wc2

22.50

Csharac.
weighted
wc1
wc2

Final
eq

22.50

25.00

22.50

22.50

22.50

22.50

25.00

25.00
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Interface &
Aesthetics

Misc.

Search
Functionality
Navigation

Links to the demonstrations and
simulations are grouped (Q8.b)
Links to the demonstrations and
simulations are in same format
(Q8.c)
Links are stable (Q8.d)
Availability of navigation function
(Q8.e)
Availability of search function
(Q8.f)
Same webpage style (Q8.g)
Same color scheme (Q8.h)
Same font scheme (Q8.i)
Same mouse cursor scheme (Q8.j)
Appealing presentation (Q9.a)
Plain presentation (Q9.b)
Awful presentation (Q9.c)
Availability of multi-language
support (Q10.a)
Availability of indicator for last
update time of the website (Q10.b)
Availability of indicator for last
update time of each
demonstration/simulation (Q10.c)
Availability of global search
(Q11.a)
Availability of conditional search
(Q11.b)
Accuracy of returned search result
(Q11.c)
Availability of navigation section
on every webpage (Q13.a)
Availability of navigation section
on some webpages (Q13.b)

100
100

100
100

20
20

20
20

100

100

20

20

100
100
100
100
100
100
0
0

100
100
100
100
100
100
0
0

20
20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20
20

20

20

100

100

50

50

100

100

50

50

100

100

50

50

100

100

100

100

0

0

50

50

14.29

14.29

22.50

22.50

10

10

30

30
25.00

30

25.00

25.00

30
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Domain-specific
Functionality

0

0

100

100
14.29

14.29

14.29

14.29

14.29

14.29

0

0

0

0

100

100

0

0

0

0

100

100

0

0

0

0

100

100

14.29

14.29

100

100

14.29

14.29

100

100

14.29

14.29

11.11

11.11

100

100

40

40
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Unavailability of navigation
functionality (Q13.c)
Indicator to show the path to
current page is always shown
(Q13.d)
Indicator to show the path to
current page is sometimes shown
(Q13.e)
Indicator to show the path to
current page is missing (Q13.f)
A label of current location is
always shown (Q13.g)
A label of current location is
sometimes shown (Q13.h)
A label of current location is
missing (Q13.i)
A link to return to the last page is
always available (Q13.j)
A link to return to the last page is
sometimes available (Q13.k)
A link to return to the last page is
missing (Q13.l)
Unavailability of long vertical
scroll (Q14.a)
Unavailability of long horizontal
scroll (Q14.b)
Availability of accurate link text
(Q15.a)
Availability of link tooltip (Q15.b)
Availability of accurate navigation
text (Q15.c)
Availability of navigation tooltip
(Q15.d)
Availability of text-based
explanation for all
demonstrations/simulations (Q17.a)

0

0

0

0

100

100

0

0

0
100
0
0
0

0
100
0
0
0

100

100

0

0

100

100

0

0

100

100

11.11

11.11

11.11

11.11

11.11

11.11

11.11

11.11

11.11

11.11
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Availability of text-based
explanation for some
demonstrations/simulations
(Q17.b)
Unavailability of text-based
explanation (Q17.c)
Availability of image thumbnail for
all demonstrations/simulations
(Q18.a)
Availability of image thumbnail for
some demonstrations/simulations
(Q18.b)
Unavailability of image thumbnail
(Q18.c)
High graphical quality (Q19.a)
Medium graphical quality (Q19.b)
Poor graphical quality (Q19.c)
No graphical content (Q19.d)
Availability of direct interaction
with graphics for all (Q20.a)
Availability of direct interaction
with graphics for some (Q20.b)
Availability of direct interaction
(Q20.c)
Availability of interaction with
controllers for all (Q21.a)
Availability of interaction with
controllers for some (Q21.b)
Availability of interaction with
controllers (Q21.c)
Availability of both direct
interaction and interaction with
controllers for all (Q22.a)
Availability of direct interaction
and interaction with controllers for
some (Q22.b)

Links
Spellings
Reliability
Features
Others

Efficiency

Performance

0

0

100

100

0

0

0

0

100

100

0

0

0

0

100

100

0

0

0
0

0
0

100

11.11

11.11

11.11

11.11

11.11

11.11

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

50

50

100

100

50

50

100
100

100
100

100

100

0
0

0
0

100

100

25.00

25.00

25.00

25.00

25.00

25.00

25.00

25.00

100

100

25.00

25.00

25.00

25.00

25.00

25.00
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Availability of both direct
interaction and interaction with
controllers (Q22.c)
Accurate demonstration/simulation
for all (Q22.a)
Accurate demonstration/simulation
for some (Q22.c)
Accurate demonstration/simulation
for none (Q22.e)
Relevant demonstration/simulation
for all (Q22.b)
Relevant demonstration/simulation
for some (Q22.d)
Relevant demonstration/simulation
for none (Q22.f)
Overall visually appealing
demonstration/simulation (Q23.a)
Overall visually plain
demonstration/simulation (Q23.b)
Overall visually awful
demonstration/simulation (Q23.c)
Overall no visual (Q23.d)
Unavailability of broken or invalid
links (Q16.a)
Unavailability of spelling errors
(Q16.b)
Unavailability of unexpected
results (Q16.c)
Unavailability of missing features
cross web browsers (Q16.d)
Unavailability of other errors
(Q16.e)
Fast page loading (Q25.a)
Acceptable page loading
performance (Q25.b)
Slow page loading (Q25.c)

100

100

100
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